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Abstract
Yagoub A. I. Adam. Function Prediction of Transcription Start Site Associated RNAs
(TSSaRNAs) in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. PhD (Thesis)- Bioinformatics Post-
graduate Interunits Program (Department of Computation and Mathematics (DCM) - Faculty
of Philosophy, Sciences and Languages at Ribeirão Preto (FFCLRP) & The Institute of Math-
ematics and Statistics of the University of São Paulo (IME-USP)) - University of São Paulo,
Ribeirão Preto, 2019. The Transcription Start Site Associated non-coding RNAs (TSSaRNAs)

have been predicted across the three domain of life. However, still, there are no reliable an-
notation efforts to identify their biological functions and their underline molecular machinery.
Therefore, this project addresses the question of what are the potential functions of TSSaRNAs
regarding their roles in addressing the cellular functions. To answer this question, we aimed
to accurately identify TSSaRNAs in the model organism Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 (an
Archean microorganism) that incubated at the standard growth condition. Consequently, we
aimed to investigate TSSaRNAs structural stability in the term of the thermodynamic ener-
gies. Moreover, we attempted to functionally annotate TSSaRNAs based on Rfam functional
classification of non-coding RNAs.
Based on the statistical approach we developed an algorithm to predict TSSaRNA using next-
generation RNA sequencing data (RNA-Seq). To perform structural annotation of TSSaRNAs,
we investigated the structural stability of TSSaRNAs by modeling the secondary structures by
minimizing the thermodynamic free energy. We simulated TSSaRNAs tertiary structures based
on the secondary structures constrain using the Rosetta-Common RNA tool. The structures
of the minimum free energy supposed to be biophysically stable structures. To investigate the
higher order structures of TSSaRNAs, we studied the hybridization between TSSaRNAs and
their cognate genes as part of RNA based regulation system. Also, based on our hypothesis that
TSSaRNAs may bind to protein to trigger their function, we have investigated the interaction
between TSSaRNAs and Lsm protein which known as a chaperone protein that mediates RNA
function and involved in RNA processing. Our pipeline to perform the functional annotation of
TSSaRNAs aimed to classify TSSaRNAs into their corresponding Rfam families based on two
steps: either through querying TSSaRNAs sequences against the co-variance models of Rfam
families or by querying the Rfam sequences against the co-variance models of the consensus
secondary structures in TSSaRNAs.
The results showed that the prediction algorithm has succeeded to identify a total of 224
TSSaRNAs that expressed in the same strand of the mRNAs and 58 TSSaRNAs that expressed
as antisense of the mRNAs. The identified TSSaRNAs molecules showed a median length of
25 nucleotides. Regarding the structural annotation of TSSaRNAs, the results showed that
most of TSSaRNAs possessed thermodynamically stable secondary structures and their ter-
tiary structures were capable of forming more complex structures through binding with other
biomolecules. About the formation of higher-order structures, we have observed that most of
TSSaRNAs (92.2%) were capable of hybridizing into their cognate genes also 55 TSSaRNAs
indicated putative interactions with Lsm protein. Furthermore, the computation docking experi-
ments demonstrated the TSSaRNAs-Lsm complexes associated with favorable binding energy of
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a median of -542900 kcal mole−1. Regarding the functional annotation of TSSaRNAs, the results
showed that the majority of TSSaRNAs (42.05%) considered as potential cis-acting regulators
such as cis-regulatory element and sRNAs, but still, there are potential trans-acting regulators to
regulate distant molecules such as CRISPR and antisense RNA. Moreover, the results indicated
that TSSaRNAs could trigger more complex function as a catalytic function such as Riboswitch
or to play a role in the defense against a virus such as CRISPR.
As a conclusion; based on the results of this study we could state that TSSaRNAs have several
potential functions opening the experimental validation perspective.

Keywords:
TSSaRNA, ncRNAs prediction, Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1, Non-coding RNA, Functional
annotation, Structural annotation, Rfam, ncRNAs functions, RNA structures, RNA interactions,
RNA based regulation, Higher-order ncRNAs structures, TSSaRNAs-LSm interactions, RNA
docking.
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Resumo
Yagoub A. I. Adam. Predição de função para TSSaRNAs (transcritos associados a

sitios de início de transcrição) em Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. Doutorado (tese)

– Programa Interunidades de Pós-graduação em Bioinformática (Departamento de Computação

e Matemática (DCM) – Faculdade de Filosofia, Ciências e Letras de Ribeirão Preto (FFCLRP)

e Instituto de Matemática e Estatística da Universidade de São Paulo (IME-USP), Universidade

de São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, 2019.

Os RNA não codificantes associados ao sítio de início da transcrição - em inglês, transcription

start site associated non-coding RNAs (TSSaRNA) - foram observados nos três domínios da

vida. No entanto, sem esforço confiável de anotação para identificar suas funções biológicas e

seus mecanismos moleculares. Portanto, esse projeto levanta a questão de quais são as funções

em potencial dos TSSaRNAs a respeito de seus papeis nas funções celulares. Para responder

esta questão, nós objetivamos em identificar de forma eficaz os TSSaRNAs no organismo modelo

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 (um microrganismo do domínio Arqueia) encubado em uma

condição de crescimento padrão. Consequentemente, nós investigamos a estabilidade estrutural

dos TSSaRNAs em relação a energias termodinâmicas. Ainda, fizemos a anotação funcional dos

TSSaRNAs baseado na classificação funcional Rfam dos RNAs não-codificantes.

Baseada em uma abordagem estatística nós desenvolvemos um algoritmo para predizer TSSaRNA

usando dados de sequenciamento de RNA de nova geração (RNA-Seq). Para investigar a estabil-

idade estrutural dos TSSaRNAs nós modelamos as estruturas secundárias minimizando a energia

livre termodinâmica para alcançar a estrutura mais estável biofisicamente. Nós simulamos es-

truturas terciárias de TSSaRNAs baseado nas restrições das estruturas secundárias usando a

ferramenta Rosetta-Common RNA. As estruturas de energia livre mínima seriam supostamente

estruturas estáveis biofisicamente. Para investigar as estruturas de ordem superior (quaternária)

dos TSSaRNAs, nós estudamos a hibridização entre os TSSaRNAs e seus genes cognatos como

parte de um possível sistema de regulação baseado em RNA. Ainda, baseada na hipótese que

os TSSaRNAs podem ligar à proteína para habilitar sua função, nós investigamos a interação

entre TSSaRNAs e proteína Lsm que é conhecida por ser uma proteína chaperone que media

função do RNA e está envolvida no processamento do RNA. Nosso pipeline para executar a

anotação funcional dos TSSaRNAs objetivou classificar as TSSaRNAs em suas correspondentes

classes Rfam baseado em dois passos: por meio de consulta das sequências TSSaRNA em relação

a modelos de covariância de famílias Rfam ou por consulta de sequências Rfam em relação a

modelos de covariância das estruturas de secundárias de consenso das estruturas secundárias nos

TSSaRNAs.

Os resultados mostraram que o algoritmo de detecção teve sucesso em identificar um total de 224

TSSaRNAs que expressaram na mesma direção dos mRNAs e 58 TSSaRNAs que expressaram
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no sentido oposto (antisenso) dos mRNAs. As moléculas TSSaRNAs identificadas mostraram

um comprimento mediano de 25 nucleotídeos. A respeito da anotação estrutural dos TSSaRNAs,

os resultados mostraram que a maioria dos TSSaRNAs possuíam estruturas secundárias estáveis

termodinamicamente e suas estruturas terciárias foram capazes de formar estruturas mais com-

plexas por meio de vínculos com outras biomoléculas. Quanto à formação de estruturas de maior

de estruturas de alta ordem nos observamos que a maioria dos TSSaRNAs (92.2%) são capazes,

pelo menos em princípio, de hibridizar em seus genes cognatos e, também, 55 TSSaRNAs eviden-

ciaram interagir com a proteína Lsm. Além disso, os experimentos computacionais de docking

demonstratam os complexos TSSaRNAs-Lsm associados com energia de ligação favorável com

uma média de - 542900 kcal mole−1. Quanto à anotação funcional dos TSSaRNAs, os resultados

mostraram que a maioria dos TSSaRNAs (42.05%) podem ser consideradas potenciais regu-

ladores atuando em cis tais como elemento cis-regulamentar e sRNAs, mas ainda há pontenciais

reguladores atuando em trans para regular moléculas em loci distantes, tais como CRISPR e

RNA antisense. Além disso, os resultados mostraram que TSSaRNAs podem potencialmente

ativar funções mais complexas como uma função catalítica, tal como Riboswitch ou executar um

papel de defesa contra vírus, tal como CRISPR.

Como conclusão; baseado nos resultados desse estudo, nós podemos afirmar que TSSaRNAs

possuem várias funções em potencial abrindo a perspecitiva de validação experimental.

Palavras-chave:

TSSaRNA, Predição de ncRNAs, Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1, RNA não codificante, Ano-

tação funcional, Anotação estrutural, Rfam, Funções de ncRNAs, Estruturas RNA, Interações

de RNA, Regulação baseada em RNA, Estruturas de ncRNAs de ordem superior, Interações de

TSSaRNAs-LSm, Docagem de RNA.



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In the last decade, studying the functions of RNA molecules and their mode of action is

being a central research subject for both experimental and computational biology. The

classical central dogma of molecular biology has considered RNA molecules as media-

tors that facilitate transferring information between DNA and protein. Recently using

high-throughput techniques in studying the dynamic of transcriptome has revealed a

plethora of non-classical RNAs. The non-classical RNAs are regularly transcribed by

transcription machinery of the living organism as stable RNA molecules. Hence, these

non-classical RNA molecules are not associated with any known protein they are named

as non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). Many studies have provided evidence that ncRNAs are

capable of involving in many molecular functions beyond the translation machinery. The

majority of ncRNAs are still considered as mysterious molecules and functionally un-

known. However, many studies showed strong evidence that ncRNAs could play critical

roles in triggering many functions. Therefore, ncRNAs have been considered as versatile

biological molecules that could play roles in many cellular processes. Nowadays, many

types of research are focusing on the field of RNA biology to understand the functions

of the existing ncRNAs classes as well as discovering new classes and explore the aspects

of ncRNAs potential roles in cellular processes.

Recently a new class of ncRNAs associated with the signal of transcription start sites

(TSS) has been discovered in many species. As this new class of ncRNA is enriched

near to the transcription start sites of coding genes; thus, it has named as transcrip-

tion start sites associated RNAs (TSSaRNAs). TSSaRNAs are considered as ubiquitous

molecules in all kingdoms of life yet their function remains not well understood. In this

1
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study we are going to use the bioinformatics approach (computational approach) in an

attempt to characterize TSSaRNAs and understand their potential biological functions

in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1.

1.1.1 Structure of the thesis

As it is essential to explain how the thesis has structured and the purpose of the various

chapters and their connection to each other here I am providing the outlines and the

structure of the rest of this thesis.

This chapter is an introductory chapter which includes the review of the literature be-

sides the purpose and significance of this study. This chapter has been organized into the

following sections: section 1.2 gives an overview of the three domains of life and their clas-

sification characteristics, section 1.3 introduces ncRNAs and their biological functions,

section 1.4 focuses on the computational methods to annotate ncRNAs as this section is

a milestone to understand most of the posterior methodology chapter. Therefore, it has

organized to subsections to give solid information as follows:

• Subsection 1.4.1 focuses on the annotation of ncRNAs based on their structures,

and it gives an overview of RNA structures including primary, secondary, tertiary

and higher order structures then it goes on to describe and discuss various com-

putational methods to predict these structures. Moreover, the subsection 1.4.1.3.2

covers the energy terms that stabilize RNA tertiary structures as well as the sub-

section 1.4.1.4 which covers RNA interactions systems and their molecular roles in

the cellular processes.

• Subsection 1.4.2 gives an overview of the annotation of ncRNAs based on their se-

quences including the computational methods that used to study sequences align-

ment and the basic local alignment search tool (BLAST).

• Subsection 1.4.3 presents Rfam classification and annotations of ncRNAs.

The section 1.5 is going to highlight TSSaRNAs and their existence in all domains of life,

this section covers TSSaRNAs biogenesis as well as their potential function. The section
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1.6 highlights the next-generation RNA sequencing as one of major source of raw data for

bioinformaticians; this section starts by covering the basic experimental design then goes

throughout covering the basic computational method to analyze the raw data such as

checking the quality control of raw data, mapping raw data to reference genome as well

as describing the RNA-seq metric that used by bioinformaticians to answer the biological

question. Section 1.7 presents the scientific problem and the rationale to conduct this

research. This chapter will end up by section 1.8 which explains the objectives of this

study.

Chapter 2 Describes and discusses the computational methodology of this study.

Chapter 3 demonstrates the results.

Chapter 4 discusses the findings of this study

Chapter 5 provides the conclusion and the limitation in this study.

This thesis is end-up by the section of appendices which demonstrates and provides some

miscellaneous information.

1.2 Domains of life

Since 1977 the existence of the three domains of life as a model of evolution is certain.

The classification of these domains is based on the studies of differences in the ribosomal

ribonucleic acid (rRNA), and on the cellular membrane and its reactivity and sensitivity

to antibiotics [1]. The reasons for using the rRNA molecule as the phylogenetic indicator

because of its unique function throughout all the domains. Also, rRNA has a conserved

primary structure (sequences), secondary, and tertiary structure. These structures are

rarely changed over time. The three domains of life are referred as Bacteria, Archaea,

and Eukarya (Fig. 1.1).

The Eukarya represents a domain of various organisms. The major cellular structure fea-

ture of this domain is that Eukaryotic cells contain a cellular nucleus and some organelles

surrounded by the cellular plasma membrane. The Eukarya consists of wide broad of

organisms vary from unicellular organisms, fungi, plants, to animals.
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The Bacteria domain represents a wide range of unicellular organisms. Bacterial cells are

lack of any cellular components surrounded by the plasma membrane. The major char-

acteristic feature of Bacteria is that their cell wall chemically consists of peptidoglycan.

The third domain of life is the Archaea which represents a domain of unicellular micro-

organisms. The primary molecular characteristic of Archaea and Bacteria is that both

domains are lack of nucleus organelle or any other organelles surrounded cellular mem-

brane in their cytosol [1–3]. However, Archaea could be distinguished from Bacteria by

analysis the chemical composition of their cell wall where Archaeal cell wall does not

contain peptidoglycan. Moreover, Archaeans are not sensitive to common bacterial an-

tibiotics. Many Archaeans are considered as extremophile organisms because they are

adapted to survive in very extreme environmental conditions. These extreme conditions

are very hot conditions and/or very salty environments. Moreover, Archaeans are capa-

ble and adapted to survive in various habitats including soils, oceans, and even on/in

other organisms.

Figure 1.1: A phylogenetic tree of three domains of life

A figure shows the separation of the three domains of life: Bacteria (left), Archaea

(center), and Eukaryotes (right). (source: https://bio.libretexts.org/TextMaps/

Microbiology/Book%3A_Microbiology_(Kaiser))

https://bio.libretexts.org/TextMaps/Microbiology/Book%3A_Microbiology_(Kaiser)
https://bio.libretexts.org/TextMaps/Microbiology/Book%3A_Microbiology_(Kaiser)
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1.2.1 Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

Halobacterium is a genus that belongs to the Archaean domain which consists of several

species. Most of these species are tolerant of high salt concentration. Also, the species

of this genus are capable of surviving in various extreme growth environments [4, 5].

Therefore, species belonging to the genus Halobacterium provide a research gate to study

the mechanisms that address the molecular response, and an organism’s adaptation

to survive in extreme environments. The particular species Halobacterium salinarum

NRC-1 has been used intensively as a model organism in the field of system biology.

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 requires very simple growth requirements to be cul-

tured in microbiological laboratories. Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 requires only a

high concentration of sodium chloride and other salts as an extreme environment; hence,

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 neither requires a high incubation temperature nor an

anaerobic environment. Taken advantage of the simple requirement for growth con-

trol besides the advent of sequencing technologies the whole genome of Halobacterium

salinarum NRC-1 was sequenced in 2000 [6]. The sequenced genome revealed that the

genome consists of one chromosome with 2,014,239 base pairs (bp) and two small plas-

mids which are: pNRC100 (191,346 bp) and pNRC200 (365,425 bp). The whole genome

consists of 2,571,010 (bp) in total. This genome is characterized by a high G+C content

(68%) and about 2,360 predicted genes [6]. Nowadays Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

is considered as a promising model organism in system biology. Therefore, it has been

studied intensively using well developed experimental techniques such as next-generation

sequencing technologies, micro-arrays chips for high-throughput gene expression analy-

sis, and the gene mutation methods [7–9]. Consequently, a huge data collection (which

is referred as big data by data scientist) has been generated associated with various bi-

ological questions in different conditions. This big data associated with Halobacterium

salinarum NRC-1 is still waiting for further analysis using bioinformatics efforts since

no single study can exhaust all aspects of their data. These bioinformatics efforts will

enhance our understanding of the molecular process of cellular activities at all levels.
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1.3 Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs)

The classical paradigm of central dogma in molecular biology has defined the RNA

molecule (RiboNucleic Acid) as a type of nucleic acid that transcribed from a Deoxyri-

bonucleic Acid template (DNA). RNA is proposed to function as a mediator to convey

the biological information from DNA to protein. From a chemical point of view, RNA is

considered as a polymer of nucleotides with three major components which are: a phos-

phate group, ribose sugar molecule of 5 carbon atoms, and a nitrogen base. The nitrogen

base contains either purine or pyrimidine ring. There are four types of nucleotides based

on the chemical properties of the nitrogen base. The four types of nucleotides are named

as adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and uracil (U). The nitrogen bases of RNA

are the same as in DNA except that DNA contains thymine (T) instead of uracil (U).

Until recently in many molecular biology textbooks, RNA molecules have been classi-

fied into three major groups such as: Messenger RNA(mRNA) to serve as a blueprint

(template) in protein synthesis process, Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) as a component of ri-

bosomes that are essential for protein synthesis process, and the transfer RNA (tRNA)

as an adapter for the protein translation process. Besides the three traditional types

of RNA, later the next-generation sequencing technologies revealed a plethora of RNA

molecules that are transcribed in all organism of the three domains of life but neither have

known protein associated to it nor serve as ribosomal RNA or transfer RNA. Therefore,

these types of RNA transcripts have named as non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). ncRNAs

have grouped into two major groups as infrastructure ncRNAs and regulatory ncRNAs.

However, for reliable classification, many scientists prefer to group ncRNAs depending

on their size into two major groups such as small ncRNAs and long ncRNAs. How-

ever, ncRNAs could be further grouped into more reliable functional groups. In general

ncRNAs could be classified at least into the following groups: a) microRNAs (miRNAs)

which are single-stranded RNA where the mature microRNAs are sized about (20-24

nucleotides), b) PiwiRNAs (piRNAs) which are sized about 24-31 nucleotides and are

capable of forming a complex with Piwi proteins, c) small interfering RNAs (siRNAs)
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which are sized about 20-24 nucleotides and they are capable of mediating mRNA si-

lencing after the transcription process (post-transcription silencing), d) long no-coding

RNAs (lncRNAs) which are characterized by their size of more than 200 nucleotides.

Upon discovering ncRNAs, versatile functions of ncRNAs have been revealed. For in-

stance, ncRNAs could play a role as an enzyme (Ribozymes). Also, many studies have

provided evidence for ncRNAs to play a key role in diverse biological functions. More-

over, many studies have proved that ncRNAs are capable of regulating many biological

processes such as histone modification and transcription process. Furthermore, in the

case of multicellular organism ncRNAs could play a role in the process of cellular differ-

entiation. Nowadays, many researchers showed that ncRNAs are associated with various

diseases including cancers. Due to the diversity of ncRNAs potential functions, system

biologist considers ncRNAs as a "wild card" molecules that play critical roles in various

cellular processes and trigger many biological functions [10,11].

1.4 The computational aspects of ncRNAs annotation

The number of predicted ncRNAs is increasing day by day but still validation the function

of the majority of ncRNAs remains a big challenge in the field of computational biology

and system biology. So far, the bio-molecular functions of many ncRNAs molecules are

still poorly characterized or even unknown. Due to the importance of the potential roles

of the ncRNAs and the diversity of their predicted functions, the prediction of ncRNAs

function has been a hot topic and an evolving research area in bioinformatics and system

biology and their sub-fields.

The computational aspects to functionally annotate ncRNAs are growing into two major

approaches. These approaches are the sequence-based functional annotation of ncRNAs

and the structural-based functional annotation of ncRNAs. The sequence-based func-

tional annotation is using the homology-dependent methods to infer the functions of

ncRNAs. This approach is based on the hypothesis that given evidence of sequences

similarity could assume an identical or similar role.
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The second approach of ncRNAs annotation is the structural-based functional annota-

tion; this approach is based on the concept that the molecular function of biomolecules

is mainly driven by their higher orders folded structures. This approach compares the

conversed motifs in ncRNAs stable structures to infer their potential functions. The

structural-based functional annotation of ncRNAs could be succeeded even when the

discrepancy in their sequences has existed.

As the set of the residues in RNA molecules contains a few numbers of nucleotides.

Therefore, to get a reliable annotation for ncRNAs scientist should rely on both sequence-

based and structural-based methods simultaneously. To cover the theoretical parts of the

functional annotation of TSSaRNAs, this section is going to give an overview of ncRNAs

annotation methods, and the structural features of ncRNAs. Also, this section is going

to provide an overview of functionally annotate ncRNAs based on the well-known Rfam

functional classification of ncRNAs.

1.4.1 Structural based ncRNAs annotation

To exert their molecular action, the linear transcript of the ncRNAs molecule is often

folded around itself to form complementary base-pairing as secondary structure. The

resulted RNA secondary structure is more likely to fold into more complex tertiary and

higher order structures by adding more inter/intramolecular interaction [12].

To thoroughly understand the ncRNAs functionality a lot of efforts are paid to study and

predict their structures and their interactions with other molecules hence, the computer

experiments to model and simulate ncRNAs structures have considered as a hot research

topic in recent years [12, 13]. Computer experiments offer the capability of studying

the structures and their dynamics in a tiny time scale. Also, the computer experiments

could accelerate the wet-lab experiments, and help in performing the correct experiment

by reducing the technical errors when estimating the parameters. Furthermore, computer

experiments reduce bench works costs in many cases.

As the structures of the ncRNAs could be decomposed into primary, secondary, tertiary

structures as well as higher order structures [14]. Therefore, the following subsections
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are going to give some details about the structural properties besides the computational

methods to predict ncRNAs structures.

1.4.1.1 RNA primary structures

RNA primary structure is a linear single-stranded sequence of ribonucleotides. Unlike

proteins, RNA primary structures could perform essential molecular functions. For in-

stance, mRNAs are translated to proteins when they are in the primary structure. On the

other hand, there is evidence that the secondary structures in coding regions of mRNAs

regulate translation process and even it could inhibit the process [15].

1.4.1.2 RNA secondary structures

RNA secondary structures are formed as a result of the interaction between nucleotides.

This interaction arises mostly as Watson-Crick hydrogen bond due to pairing between

pyrimidine and purine bases. In some cases, non-canonical base pairing may be occurred

such as G-U base pairing. Also, other types of non-canonical base pairing exist such as

pairing with modified nucleotides [16]. RNA secondary structure is often considered as

a stable molecule. The secondary structure of RNA shows RNA molecules as double-

stranded molecules because parts of RNA single-stranded molecule are complementarily

bound to other parts [17].

The RNA secondary structures could be annotated into structural elements which are

also referred as structural motifs (Fig. 1.2). The most common RNA secondary struc-

ture element is called a hairpin loop. The hairpin motif is considered as the functional

motif for many RNA secondary structures [18]. The hairpin consists of a stem-loop

structure where the stem structure is made up by the complementary pairing of the

nucleotides in a single RNA strand to look like a double-stranded RNA piece. On the

other hand, the loop structure is a bubble like structure formed due to the presence of

unpaired nucleotides in the stem structure. Different types of loops structures are dis-

tinguishable such as internal loop as unpaired nucleotides within a stem, external loop

as loop appear between the ends of RNA molecules or multi-branch loop as a connection
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of multiple stems structures [17]. One more important RNA secondary structure motif

is called pseudo-knots (PK) motif. The pseudo-knot motif is formed due to the chance

of the presence of complementary interaction between nucleotides in a hairpin, internal

or multi-branch loop with other unpaired regions by Watson-Crick base pairing and/or

non-canonical base pairing [17].

Figure 1.2: RNA secondary structure motifs

Adapted from: Oregon State University http://bprna.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/

http://bprna.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/
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1.4.1.2.1 Prediction of RNA secondary structures

Various tools to predict RNA secondary structures exist. These tools differ from each

other mostly in their underline prediction algorithm. Next few subsections are going to

highlight the most popular methods to predict RNA secondary structures such as the

methods that based on comparative sequence analysis, the methods that based on min-

imizing thermodynamic energy, and the methods that based on the based on statistical

sampling.

Prediction of RNA secondary structures based on sequences similarity

This method is based on the assumption that the existence of higher similarity in

RNA sequences will result in similar functional structures. Therefore, RNA secondary

structures could be predicted by performing comparative sequence analysis using the well-

developed sequences alignment methods. The comparative sequence analysis search for a

conserved region in target RNA molecules then compare the conserved region with RNA

for which structure is already known. Prediction of RNA secondary structure based on

the comparative sequence analysis (homologous sequences) will yield a reliable, functional

structure when the structural motifs are conserved among the RNA molecules or when

conserved functional residues exist [17]. The most challenging computational aspect of

using a method that is based on the comparative sequence analysis is to overcome the

slowness of the primary step in the prediction algorithm. Because, the primary step of

aligning sequences will be time-consuming for a large number of sequences [13,17]. Many

tools have been developed to predict RNA secondary structure based on the comparative

sequence analysis, and some of them are included in the table (1.1).

Prediction of RNA secondary structure based on RNA thermodynamics

From the thermodynamics point of view, RNA secondary structure could be predicted

without comparing to known structures or without knowing any conserved structural

regions. The methods that rely on thermodynamics suppose that the most stable RNA

secondary structure of any given molecule is which possess the minimum Gibbs free en-
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ergy in the system [19]. These methods calculate and minimize the total free energy

of RNA structure of all secondary structure elements that composed by a particular

RNA molecule. Many tools to minimize the free energy of RNA molecule using dynam-

ics programming are available [13, 17, 20, 21]. Examples of these tools are included in

the table (1.1). The accuracy of the prediction of RNA secondary structures based on

the thermodynamics methods rely mainly on the experimentally measured parameters

for base pairing and other secondary structure elements. Any change in the estimated

parameters will change the stability of predicted structures. Changes in the thermody-

namics parameters could even yield a different structural conformation. Nowadays many

software use the parameter estimated by Michael Zuker [22, 23] as correct parameters.

However, the process of parameters estimations is still evolving.

Prediction of suboptimal RNA secondary structures

As it is possible of the existence of multiple biologically active structures for a single

RNA molecule. Therefore, prediction of all structures which have similar minimum free

energy is essential to obtain all active conformations of the individual RNA molecule.

Different structures with small change from the lowest free energy for a single RNA

molecule called suboptimal structures. Zuker addressed efforts to predict the subopti-

mal structures using dynamic programming methods [20]. Also, Williams and Tinoco

contributed to the efforts of predicting the suboptimal structures using dynamic pro-

gramming methods [21]. Mfold program is a popular program to generate optimal and

suboptimal structures of an RNA molecule. More software that predicts the subopti-

mal structures exist such as RNAstructure, ViennaRNA Package, and many other tools.

Examples of these tools are included in the table (1.1).

Prediction of RNA secondary structure based on statistical sampling

Based on the statistical mechanics’ rules, we could consider the prediction of RNA

secondary structure as a complex system. In this complex system, all possible structures

of any particular RNA molecule would not be obtained. Therefore, RNA secondary

structures problem could be addressed by sampling structure according to the concepts
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of Boltzmann distribution in statistical mechanics. The statistical sampling approach

allows sampling of any secondary structure element and estimates the probability of its

existence according to a calculated partition function [24]. The probability of sampling

a secondary structure in a particular RNA sequence at the equilibrium state could be

calculated based on the given formula (Equation 1.1). This formula has been adapted

from the literature [24].

e(−E(I)/RT )

U
(1.1)

E(I) is the free energy of the given structure I,

R is the ideal gas constant,

T is the absolute temperature in kelvin unit,

U is the partition function for all secondary structures of a given RNAmolecule. This par-

tition function could be calculated using the formula in given equation (Equation 1.2).

U =
∑

(e−E(I)/RT ) (1.2)

Prediction of Pseudoknots

The structural topologies such as pseudoknots structural motifs are involved in many

RNA functions. Therefore, it is interesting to be predicted as secondary structure ele-

ments. Many software showed a limitation in predicting the pseudoknots especially that

use classical dynamic programming methods [17], but there are some tools are succeed to

overcome the computational challenges in predicting pseudoknots such as Ipknot, Kine-

Fold, PknotsRG, pKiss, and many other tools. Examples of these tools are included in

the table (1.1).
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Table 1.1: Examples of open source computational tools for RNA secondary strucures
prediction

Purpose Prediction method Prediction Tools

Prediction of RNA
secondary structures

sequence comparative Multilign, CentroidAlign
CONSAN, Foldalign, Knet-
Fold, Murlet,MXSCARNA,
R-COFFEE, TurboFold,
RNAforester, RNAFold.

Statistical sampling Sfold, UNAfold.

Prediction of RNA
secondary structures
with suboptimal
structures

minimizing thermody-
namic energy

ViennaRNA package, mfold,
RNAstructure.

Statistical sampling ViennaRNA package,
RNAstructure

Prediction of RNA
secondary structures
with pseudoknots

minimizing thermody-
namic energy

Ipknot, KineFold, Pknots,
PknotsRG, pKiss.

1.4.1.3 RNA tertiary structures

RNA secondary structures are more likely to fold into more complex RNA tertiary struc-

tures. RNA tertiary structures are made up due to the interactions between RNAs

secondary structure elements to result in a folded three-dimensional shape. The tertiary

structures of ncRNAs could be considered as the active form that triggers the biological

function [14]. The following subsections are going to give some details about the com-

putational methods to predict ncRNAs tertiary structures as well as demonstrating the

energy that stabilize RNA tertiary structures.
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1.4.1.3.1 Prediction of RNA tertiary structures

RNAs tertiary structures (3D) are essential for their bio-molecular functions. Therefore,

prediction of RNA tertiary structures from the primary or the secondary structures is

a milestone step in predicting and analysis ncRNAs molecular functions. RNA tertiary

structures prediction using wet-lab experiments is increasing rapidly, for instance, query-

ing the worldwide repository of experimentally predicted tertiary structures of biomolecules

-Protein Data Bank (RCSB PDB)1- in February 2019 using the keyword RNA has hit

total 11052 tertiary structures that contain RNA molecules. The RCSB repository also

shows the number of predicted structures that contain only RNA tertiary structures is

growing fast (Fig. 1.3). A large number of RNA tertiary structures have been predicted

experimentally yet many computational efforts are needed to predict RNA tertiary struc-

tures in silico. Nowadays, the most common computational methods to predict RNA

tertiary structures are categorized into two main groups: a) predicting RNA tertiary

structures based on the homology modeling; b) predicting RNA tertiary structures based

on the molecular simulation.

Based on the concept of the homology molding, RNA tertiary structures could be pre-

dicted successfully when a tertiary structure template exists. The algorithms in any

homology modeling approach generally will consist of three steps: the first step is to

find an identical or similar sequences between model and template, then align the similar

sequences with adjusting the geometrical configuration of model depending on the tem-

plate coordinates, and the final the hardest step is to count the insertion and deletion in

sequences to get the closest structure [27].

The approach to predict RNA tertiary structures based on the simulation methods are

referred as physical methods. These physical methods could be divided into two ma-

jor classical classes which include: a) the Monte Carlo sampling approach where RNA

tertiary structures modeled using the Monte Carlo sampling process. An example of the

algorithm that uses a Monte Carlo sampling method to predict RNA tertiary structures

is called fragment assembly of RNA (FARNA). In FARNA algorithm the process starts
1www.rcsb.org
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by sampling and assembling short fragments of RNA about 1-3 nucleotides substructure

from existing databases, then minimizes the structural energy based on knowledge-based

energy function. The knowledge-based energy function could be extended to a method

called Fragment Assembly of RNA with Full Atom Refinement (FARFAR) [28] to model

the full atom potential energy. FARFAR knowledge-based energy function allows getting

more realistic hydrogen bonds. b) The other class of the physical methods is the molec-

ular dynamic approach where RNA tertiary structural dynamics and folding trajectory

could be predicted successfully by using the general molecular dynamic methods with an

improved RNA force field. Many molecular dynamics simulation packages could be used

to simulate RNA tertiary structures such as chramm, gromacs, and Amber. Refer to the

table (1.2) which includes the most common tools that used to predict RNA structure.

Table 1.2: Examples of open source computational tools for RNA tertiary strucures
prediction

Purpose Prediction method Prediction Tools

Prediction of tertiary
structures

sequence based methods RNA-MoIP, MC-Pipeline

coarse-grained structural models iFoldRNA

Molecular Dynamics SimTK: NAST

A Probabilistic Model of RNA Con-
formational Space

BARNACLE

Monte Carlo Sampling TreeFolder, Rosetta software.
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Figure 1.3: Graph displays the statistics for the growth of RNA-only tertiary structures
per year (1976- February 2019) at Protein data bank repository.
To regenerate this graph visit the protein data bank (RCSB PDB) website at
https://www.rcsb.org/stats/growth/rna
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1.4.1.3.2 Energy stabilizing RNA tertiary structures

The stability of predicted RNA tertiary structures could be interpreted from the values

of the estimated energy of RNA tertiary structures. The energy terms of RNA tertiary

structures could be classified into low-resolution energy and high-resolution energy [29].

The low-resolution energy calculated from RNA tertiary structures considering only the

coordinates of residues without considering the full atomic details of each residue [30].

The low-resolution energy terms give only the contours of the RNA structure, but also it

could give some few atomic details such as hydrogen at low resolution and van der Waals

interactions [30].

Regarding the high-resolution energy terms, these terms give more atomic details by

considering the interactions of all atoms in particular structure [31]. It is important

to notice that different energy terms could be obtained when modeling RNA tertiary

structure using different packages. Also, the values associated with each energy term

could be varied as each package has its scoring function. In the case of Rosetta software,

the knowledge-based scoring function of modeling RNA tertiary structures is based on

the methods that used to model tertiary structures of protein [31]. The low energy

terms that reported by Rosetta package are including various terms such as a radius

of gyration, base–backbone interaction, backbone-backbone interactions, base to base

interactions, stacking interaction, Van der Waals interactions, and other terms. The

Rosetta full-atom energy terms reported by Rosetta include many physical forces and

chemical potentials such as van der Waals forces, full atom hydrogen bonding, solvation

and desolvation energy for both polar and apolar (non-polar) groups, the energy that

arose from backbone torsion angles and many other terms [29]. As we used Rosetta

package to model TSSaRNA tertiary structures, thus we have listed all RNA energy

terms that could be reported by the Rosetta software in the given tables (table 1.3,

and table 1.4). More details of Rosetta energy terms and their contribution on the

RNA tertiary stability can be found at the following link http://www.rosettacommons.

org/docs/latest/. It is important to notice that Rosetta energy function (force field)

http://www.rosettacommons.org/docs/latest/
http://www.rosettacommons.org/docs/latest/
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is a combination of both physics-based force fields and knowledge-based force fields.

Therefore, the value of energy terms that generated by Rosetta scoring function is not

expressed on universal energy unit such as Kilocalorie per mole or KT energy unit (the

product of the Boltzmann constant and the temperature). Instead, Rosetta software

reports the energy terms on a unit called Rosetta Energy Unit (REU) [30].

It is crucial to state that, to interpret RNA structural stability the researchers often pay

attention to the energy terms that are well-known by their contribution in triggering the

biological functions, but at the same time they should emphasize on the overall estimated

energy rather than rely on only one or few energy terms.

Instances of the important terms of the low-resolution energy terms that reported by

Rosetta package for a particular RNA tertiary structure are including: a) the term of

radius of gyration which is considered as the root-mean-square distance of RNA structural

components from its center of the mass, we could think about radius of gyration as "How

secondary structures are compactly packed in to the tertiary structure for each RNA",

thus low radius of gyration indicate evidence of more compact structures. b) the term of

Van der Waals interactions which is used to check the existence of any clash in residues

of the predicted RNA tertiary structure. The value of Van der Waals interactions allow

us to know if there any overlap between residues, thus the lower value of Van der Waals

interactions means good tertiary structure model and no many clashes between residues.

c) the term of energy that arose from 2’ hydroxyl group, the importance of this term

arises as some studies revealed that the additional hydroxyl (OH) group which present

in the second carbon atom of ribosome sugar plays significance biological and structural

functions [32]. Therefore, it is essential to estimate the energy associated it as isolate

energy term.

Instances of the important terms of high-resolution energy terms that reported by Rosetta

package for a particular RNA tertiary structure are including: a) Lennard-Jones interac-

tions, this term is decomposed into three parts: i) Attractive between atoms in different

residues, ii) Repulsive between atoms in different residues, and iii) Repulsive between

atoms in the same residue; b) the term of the solvation energy, this term measures the
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amount of the energy that needed to dissolve a given RNA tertiary structure in a solvent.

The energy associated to the solvation is useful for interpretation the type of chemical

reaction and determine whether the interaction is an endothermic reaction which needs

external energy to initiate the reaction or it is an exothermic reaction (spontaneous re-

action) that releases energy into ambient. The endothermic reaction type of reaction is

referred as a simultaneous reaction; c) the term that associated with the hydrogen bonds.

The importance of this term arose due to the significance of the hydrogen bond in the

biological system and its reaction.

Table 1.3: Low resolution energy terms of Rosetta package. These terms are obtained
from the RosettaCommons documentation.

Energy Term/Score Interpretation

rna_rg Radius of gyration for RNA

rna_vdw Low resolution clash check for RNA

rna_base_backbone Bases to 2’-OH, phosphates, etc.

rna_backbone_backbone 2’-OH to 2’-OH, phosphates, etc.

rna_repulsive Mainly phosphate-phosphate repulsion

rna_base_pair_pairwise Base-base interactions1

rna_base_pair Base-base interactions1

rna_base_axis Force base normals to be parallel

rna_base_stagger Force base pairs to be in same plane

rna_base_stack Stacking interactions

rna_base_stack_axis Stacking interactions should involve parallel bases.

atom_pair_constraint Harmonic constraints between atoms involved in Watson-
Crick base pairs specified by the user in the params file

rms all-heavy-atom RMSD to the native structure

superscript 1 indicates both Watson-Crick and non-Watson-Crick interaction.
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Table 1.4: High resolution energy terms of Rosetta package. These terms are obtained
from the RosettaCommons documentation

Energy Term/Score Interpretation

atom_pair_constraint Harmonic constraints between atoms involved in Watson-
Crick base pairs specified by the user in the params file

rms all-heavy-atom RMSD to the native structure

fa_atr Lennard-jones attractive between atoms in different residues

fa_rep Lennard-jones repulsive between atoms in different residues

fa_intra_rep Lennard-jones repulsive between atoms in the same residue

lk_nonpolar Lazaridis-karplus solvation energy, over nonpolar atoms

hack_elec_rna_phos_phos Simple electrostatic repulsion term between phosphates

hbond_sr_bb_sc Backbone-sidechain hbonds close in primary sequence

hbond_lr_bb_sc Backbone-sidechain hbonds distant in primary sequence

hbond_sc Sidechain-sidechain hydrogen bond energy

ch_bond Carbon hydrogen bonds

geom_sol Geometric Solvation energy for polar atoms

rna_torsion RNA torsional potential.
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1.4.1.4 Higher order RNA structures (RNA interactions)

RNA tertiary structures most probably go through more complex higher order structures

by interacting and binding with other biomolecules (Protein, DNA, RNA) to result in

a quaternary RNA structure as a higher level of complex RNA structure. The higher-

order structures of RNA are essential components in cells and play critical roles in many

fundamental biological processes [14]. For instance, in the translation process, ribosomal

RNAs bind to ribosomes to build the translation machinery. Moreover, many researches

have revealed that RNA-biomolecules interactions play essential roles in triggering and

regulating many critical cellular processes [33]. These interactions occur as part of various

regulation machinery to regulate many cellular processes starting by regulating transcrip-

tion process throughout controlling many complex regulatory types of machinery such

as playing as a major regulator of gene expressions as well as involving in the complex

cellular communications’ mechanism. Nowadays studying RNA interaction with DNA,

RNA, or protein is being a hot research topic for computational biologist and bioin-

formaticians. Many researchers are investigating the fundamental mechanism of RNA-

biomolecules interactions alongside prediction of RNA binding sites and the conditions

for interactions. Studying RNA-biomolecules interactions is being a topic of research

interest to experimental biologist by generating new experimental data or by validating

the findings revealed from the computational experiments. The next few paragraphs

provide an overview of the interactions of RNA molecules with various biomolecules and

their roles in the cellular process.

RNA-DNA interactions often occur as a dynamical hybridization (refereed as RNA-DNA

triplex structures). The triplex structure is a helix consists of three nucleic acid strands

as non-canonical nucleic acid structures. Furthermore, many bioinformaticians are re-

ferring to the RNA-DNA interactions as R-loop structures [34]. RNA-DNA interactions

play various roles in controlling the transcription process by the action of chromatin

remodeling or by controlling DNA stability [34]. Besides controlling the transcription

process of a given organism, RNA-DNA interactions could play as trans-acting regula-
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tors to regulate the transcription process of foreign genome such as CRISPR-mediated

DNA cleavage [35].

Regarding RNA-RNA interactions it is well-known as an essential regulator in gene ex-

pression machinery. RNA-RNA regulatory systems regulate the gene expression via a

cis-acting mechanism to control a close gene such as regulating the closest mRNA or

via trans acting mechanism to regulate genes far away from the genomic location of

transcribed RNA. It is also well-known that RNA-RNA hybridizations engage in con-

trolling the gene expression beyond the transcription process by participating in post-

transcription regulation, translation regulation or by influencing mRNA degradation and

stability. Various RNA-RNA interactions systems exist naturally in all cell types for in-

stances the interaction of small ncRNAs with their targets which including the binding

of snRNAs and snoRNAs to their targets and the hybridization of microRNAs and sR-

NAs with their target mRNAs [36]. Besides the natural cellular system of RNA-RNA

interactions, there is an artificial system of RNA-RNA interactions via siRNA-mRNA

hybridization to control the expression level of targeted mRNA [36].

Regarding the interactions between RNA and Protein, it is clear that RNA-protein in-

teractions are essential in all vital biological processes starting from transcription and

translations, throughout regulating all cellular functions [37]. In all cellular systems,

there are a plethora of proteins that are capable of binding to RNA molecules to main-

tain the critical cellular activities, hence these are proteins called RNA binding pro-

teins (RBP). RNA-Protein interactions trigger many vital biological processes through

binding to specific binding sites on single-stranded RNA molecules, binding to motifs

on the secondary structures, binding motifs on the folded RNA tertiary structure, or

even bind non-specifically to RNA molecules to trigger its function. Many examples of

RNA-binding protein are well characterized for instance ribosome protein which binds to

ribosomal RNA. A particular example of RNA-binding protein which plays a significant

role in RNA processing is called LSm protein. LSm proteins belong to the family of

Sm-like proteins which are existed across all domains of life as eukaryotic LSm (up to 16

LSm proteins), eukaryotic Sm (up to 7 Sm proteins), eukaryotic SMN/Gemin proteins,
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archaeal LSm proteins (up 3 LSm proteins), and the unique bacterial Hfq protein. The

major characteristic of LSm protein is its tendency to form a complex ring structure of

LSm subunits. LSm protein is implicated in various RNA processing including messenger

RNA splicing, messenger RNA decay, stabilizing RNA, or play as a chaperone molecule

to trigger RNA-RNA or RNA-protein interactions [38]. In the Archaea domain, in par-

ticular, the species that belong to the genus Halobacterium including Halobacterium

salinarum NRC-1 encode a single LSm protein (UniProt ID: B0R5R2)2. This single

LSm protein is phylogenetically related to the LSm1 subfamily. Our research group in

the laboratory for biological information processing -LabPIB-34 is working on LSm-RNA

interactions prediction and experimental detection regarding different classes of RNAs.

1.4.1.4.1 Prediction of higher order RNA structures

The computational task to predict RNA higher order structures is still a challenging

task due to its computing time and the accuracy of its result; however, there are many

promising tools to overcome these challenges. The tools that predict RNA higher order

structures often use the algorithms that are applied to solve somewhat similar tasks.

For instance, to predict the nucleic acids interactions (RNA-DNA or RNA-RNA) bioin-

formaticians often use the algorithms which were initially being used to predict RNA

secondary structures mainly that depend on the dynamic programming methods or de-

pend on the molecular simulation methods [25].

In the case of RNA-Protein interactions, it has well-established bench-work protocols,

but it is a much more challenging computational task due to the difficulties that arise

when implementing an algorithm that used to solve similar problems such protein-protein

interaction. The current computational approach to predict RNA-Protein interactions

often consists of two steps: the first step is to find where the small molecule (usually the

RNA) as ligand geometrically fit to bind the larger molecule (usually the Protein) as a

receptor. Finding the pocket where the ligand fit to the receptor is a crucial step and
2http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/B0R5R2
3http://dcm.ffclrp.usp.br/pesquisalab.php?codlab = 2codcurso = 2
4http://labpib.fmrp.usp.br/
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it depends on both the geometrical shape and the charge on the surface. Most of the

existing tools for docking experiments use the Fourier transformations method to find

the interaction pocket [26]. After finding the best fit geometrical interaction between

RNA and protein, the second step is to calculate the interaction (binding) energy to

estimate the thermodynamic stability of the RNA-Protein complex. The calculation

step depends on the geometrical shape, charges, and solvent. Most of the tools that

calculate the binding energy in RNA-Protein complex are simplifying the calculation of

binding (dissociation) free energy by considering only the contribution of both solvation

energy and the electrostatic statistic energy and neglecting many other energy terms.

The neglected energy terms are very sophisticated to be calculated such as the molecular

mechanics’ energy, the entropic changes in the system and many others 5. Apbs (Adaptive

Poisson-Boltzmann Solver) tool6 is an example of a computational tool that calculates

the binding energy in RNA-Protein complex.

1.4.2 Sequence based ncRNAs annotation

It is common to use the assumption that the sequences arose from the same ancestor

perform a similar function. Hence, the potential function of many ncRNAs could be

inferred by providing evidence of the existence of functionally annotated molecules in

databases that sharing the same ancestor with the targeted ncRNA. The terms homol-

ogous (homologous sequences) is used to refer to the existence of a common ancestor

between sequences. Sequence homology is inferred when there is a high similarity be-

tween two or more sequences to suppose both similarity and descending from a common

ancestor [39]. There are two terms associated and imply the concept of homology which

are orthologs and paralogs. Orthologs occur when the homologous sequences are in

different species and arose from an ancestral gene. In the case of orthologs, it is not nec-

essary that these orthologs sequences are responsible for the same function, but there is a

high probability that they perform a related function. The other term is called paralogs
5http://apbs-pdb2pqr.readthedocs.io/en/latest/examples/binding-energies.html
6http://www.poissonboltzmann.org/
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which indicates homologous sequences within the same species which is generally known

as sequence/gene duplication to perform somewhat similar function [39].

It is important to the point that, if two sequences are sharing somewhat identical or

similar nucleotides that do not indicate these sequences directly are descended from the

common ancestor, but a very high similarity among along sequences is providing strong

evidence of homology. The degree of similarity is estimated by calculating the alignment

score [39]. Most of the alignment tools use a very sophisticated and rigorous statistical

method to calculate the alignment score. However, a straightforward naive intuitive way

to estimate an alignment score is by using an additive formula. This additive formula is

represented by the following equation (Equation 1.3).

AlignmentScore = #Identity +#mismatch−#gapPenality (1.3)

Where: Identity refers to the identical nucleotides in both sequences. Mismatch occurred

when a nucleotide had changed to one with similar properties. The mismatch often occurs

in protein residues. Gap occurs when there is an insertion or deletion in one or more

residues.

1.4.2.1 Sequence alignment

The task of computing sequence similarity to infer the functional homology is known as a

sequence alignment. The basic idea behind sequence alignment is to recognize somewhat

a significant similarity between a target sequence with an already functionally annotated

sequence or by comparing the target ncRNAs to the databases of functionally known

molecules. When performing sequence alignment of only two sequences is technically

known as pairwise alignment. Extending the pairwise alignment to include aligning many

sequences -sequences in databases- will be referred as multiple sequence alignments [39].

The task of sequence alignment could be solved computationally by using the general

dynamic programming algorithm. The implementation of dynamic programming divides

the sequence alignment into two broad major classes such as a) global alignment where

the similarity between sequences is compelled to be extended over the full length of the
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sequences. Global sequence alignment usually leads to many gaps. Moreover, global

sequence alignment is less sensitive for highly divergent sequences. b) the second class

of sequences alignment is known as local alignment. In this class, the result of the

dynamic programming focuses only on regions of higher similarity between the sequences.

Therefore, local alignment focuses mainly on a subset of sequences rather than the entire

sequences. Focusing only on a subset of sequences result in a reasonable reduction in the

computing time. Generally, bioinformaticians start performing sequence alignment by

local alignment if the result showed promising similarity then they could extend it into

the global alignment. When no hits in local alignment, then it will be meaningless to

perform global alignment on the given sequences. The following subsection provides an

overview of the blast algorithm which was used intensively to annotate the ncRNAs by

searching sequences similarity.

1.4.2.2 Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST)

Based on the assumption that for any homologous sequences there will be a short un-

gapped region of high similarity between them thus the basic local alignment search tool

has been introduced by Altschul et al. in 1990 [40]. Blast is a heuristic method for local

alignment designed for database searches. Nowadays, researchers could perform blast

easily either by using the Blast NCBI web-server or its standalone tool to run it on the

local machine. Blast algorithm is capable of computing pairwise alignment of input se-

quences against all known sequences in a database then detect the best scoring hits which

passed the statistical threshold parameter to considered as a significant homolog. The

statistical threshold in the blast is called E-value (Expect value). The value of E-value

is corresponding to the number of random hits that might be obtained when searching

a database of a certain size. Conceptually E-value is different from the usual P-value,

but numerically it is similar for low values. Generally, the two sequences are considered

homologous if the corresponding E-value is very small. Since 1997 a new version of the

blast has been developed and called blast2. Blast2 (the new version of the blast) is faster

than the original blast algorithm and allows better alignment and extension for the local
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alignment. Refer to the table (1.5) for the common blast algorithm.

Table 1.5: The common algorithms of blast

Algorithm Sequence query Target Database

blastn* Nucleotide Nucleotide

blastx Translated nucleotide in all six frames Protein

tblastx Translated nucleotide in all six frames Translated nucleotide in all six frames

blastp Protein Protein

*Mostly used when working with ncRNAs

1.4.3 Rfam based ncRNAs annotation

A huge number of ncRNAs have been discovered and still day by day scientists discover

more and more new ncRNAs molecules in various organism associated with different

cellular conditions. As a result of the emerging needs of organizing the large informa-

tion arose from ncRNAs, Rfam team has constructed a comprehensive database called

Rfam [41]. Rfam is a database that contains a collection of ncRNAs families. The

ncRNAs families are represented in three forms which are: multiple sequence alignments,

consensus secondary structures, and covariance models. Rfam team classifies ncRNAs

depending on the information retrieved from European Nucleotide Archive (ENA)7. ENA

provides a reliable ncRNA functional annotation based on the sequencing information,

and/or from the experimental evidence in the literature. Rfam database is hosted at

http://rfam.xfam.org. The recent release of the Rfam database is version 13.0 (re-

leased in September 2017) which includes 2686 annotated ncRNAs families where 115 of

them are new families.

1.4.3.1 Rfam major classes

Rfam team has classified the ncRNAs sequences into functional families (Fig. 1.4). The

classification is based on the existence of conserved sequences in multiple alignments of
7https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena

http://rfam.xfam.org
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ncRNAs and/or on the existence of consensus secondary structure motifs. The resolution

of Rfam classification is not totally strict about avoiding false positive and false negative

sequences due to the biologically overlapping functions of some ncRNAs. However, Rfam

families are still considered as good enough to annotate ncRNAs sequences based on

the similarity between the queried sequences and the seed sequences that represent each

family. Rfam has grouped the underline ncRNAs families into three major classes which

are: cis-regulation elements, genes, and intron.

The major class of cis-regulatory elements consists of a non-coding DNA motif that lay

on the upstream regions of the targeted gene. This class often regulate the transcrip-

tion or the translation processes of downstream genes. Rfam team has organized the

cis-regulatory elements into at least following motifs: (a) internal ribosome entry site

(IRES) which regulates the ribosomal entry thus it regulates the translation process;

(b) Ribosomal frameshift element which regulates the translation process of targeted

genes; (c) leader element which regulates the expression process by binding tRNA; (d)

Riboswitch which regulates the gene expression of targeted genes after selectively bind

specific metabolites; (e) thermoregulator associated with heat shock response.

The major class of ncRNAs genes consists of ncRNAs molecules that are transcribed

from various genome coordinates. This class is not restrictedly associated with the up-

stream region of targeted genes. Moreover, some ncRNAs genes are capable of triggering

their own function regardless of the possibility of regulating of targeted genes. Rfam

has classified the major class of ncRNA genes into the following sub-classes: CRISPR,

antisense, miRNA, rRNA, ribozyme, sRNA, snoRNA, splicing, and tRNA.

The major class of intron consists of ncRNAs molecules that are part of mRNA but do

not code for protein. The ncRNAs molecules from the intron region could be capable

of regulating the expression of targeted genes. Therefore, Rfam has considered these

ncRNAs molecules from the intron region as a major class of ncRNA. In addition to

regulating mRNA, the intron region could code for specific ncRNA class such as snoRNA

or miRNA.
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Figure 1.4: Representation of ncRNAs classes in Rfam v13.0

1.4.3.2 Covariance models (CMs)

The covariance model (CM) has introduced in 1994 by two separate research articles. One

article is published by Sakakibara and his colleagues [42] while Eddy and his colleague

Durbin publish the other [43]. CM is a powerful model that suited to represent the se-

quences and its structures in RNA multiple sequences alignments. CM has the possibility

to represent the structural information even for sequences of a single RNAmolecule. From
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the statistics point view, CM is considered as a probabilistic model based on the concept

of stochastic context-free grammar, which in turn is a generalization of the famous hidden

Markov model. CM is capable of giving information about the conserved sequences in

any RNA multiple alignment profiles and capture their consensus secondary structures.

CM represents multiple alignment profiles as a binary tree where each node represents

a secondary structure motif (but Pseudoknots cannot be represented). Without going

to the sophisticated details of the CM, we could precisely characterize the grammars in

CM in three items: a) a set of abstract nonterminal variables, these variables explain

the secondary structures motifs; b) a set of terminal variables, these variables explain

the actual sequences that appear in RNA sequences, i.e., A, C, G, and U; c) a set of

production probabilities which are known as emission probabilities as well.

Rfam team model each Rfam ncRNA family into its corresponding covariance model

from selected sequences that represent the particular family. Providing a CM and an

RNA sequence we could calculate the probability that the target sequence belongs to

this model. Hence, we could successfully annotate the ncRNAs sequences to their corre-

sponding Rfam families.

1.4.4 ncRNAs annotations: challenges and future directions

It is expected that ncRNAs annotation will overcome the current challenges on both

structural based and sequences based annotations approaches and constructing a tool

which takes into consideration the stable biophysical structures and its corresponding

biological function based on the sequence-based motifs. Also, by introducing the field of

the RNA chemical biology, it is expected investigators will pay attention to the ncRNAs

residual modifications and their structural and biological roles. Regarding the Rfam

annotation approach, it is expected that Rfam team will improve the algorithm of CM

to consider the pseudoknots motifs and the structural dynamics.
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1.5 Transcription Start Site Associated RNAs

Recent studies that investigate the dynamics of the transcriptome in living organisms

using advanced high-throughput technologies has revealed the existence of widespread

small ncRNAs expressed near to transcription start sites of the majority of annotated

coding genes. These molecules are considered as a new class of ncRNAs, subsequently, are

named as transcription start site associated RNAs (TSSaRNAs) [44–46]. The ncRNAs

that belong to this new class are considered as ubiquitous molecules among all the do-

mains of life. The major two features to characterize TSSaRNAs are: a) their length

that ranged of 16 to 200 nucleotides (the lengths of long ncRNAs are greater than 200),

b) the second feature which is the most fundamental feature to classify TSSaRNAs as a

distinct class of ncRNAs is that TSSaRNAs are strictly enriched near to transcription

start site of coding genes. In the scientific literature, TSSaRNA is considered as a class

of ncRNAs that belongs to a group of ncRNAs molecules called transcription boundary-

associated RNA (TBARs) [47,48]. TBARs consist of several distinct classes of ncRNAs.

Several research groups have given these classes of TBARs various names. Therefore, it

is possible to find a distinct class of TBARs with more than one name. We have provided

a list of common names that are used to describe TBARs in the scientific literature in

the table (table 1.6). In the case of TSSaRNAs, since transcription start sites are usually

related to promoter region thus TSSaRNAs could be overlapped or could be referred

synonymously with various terms such as transcription initiation RNAs (tiRNAs) [49],

RNAs associated with transcription start sites [49, 50], promoter-associated RNA [51],

and tiny RNAs associated with transcription initiation and splice sites [52]. By conven-

tion, TSSaRNAs could be defined as a class of small RNAs associated with transcription

start sites with the possibility to arise in both orientations, i.e., sense and antisense orien-

tations (Fig. 1.5). The next three paragraphs give an overview of TSSaRNAs detection

in the three domains of life as well as highlight the major characteristic of TSSaRNAs

in each domain.
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Table 1.6: A table provides a list of the common names that used to describe the tran-
scription boundary-associated RNAs (TBARs).

It is important to note that any distinct ncRNA molecule of TBARs could
have given various arbitrarily names. A comprehensive review about the
classification of TBARs has been provided by Yu and his colleagues ( [47]).

TBARs major group Names of ncRNAs classes

TBARs that are associated to
the upstream boundary

Promoter-associated RNAs; Promoter upstream tran-
scripts; Upstream antisense RNAs; Stable unanno-
tated transcripts; Cryptic unstable transcripts; Up-
stream non-coding transcripts; Transcription start
site-associated RNAs; Transcription initiation RNA.

TBARs that are associated to
the downstream boundary

Transcription termination site-associated RNAs;
Terminus-associated long RNAs; Terminus-associated
small RNAs.

Figure 1.5: Illustration of TSSaRNA peaks in both sense and anti-sense orientation.
This figure shows the possibility of the existence of both sense and antisense TSSaRNAs
associated with single TSS. This figure adapted from [53]. The y-axis shows the expres-
sion enrichment. The peaks indicate the existence of TSSaRNAs. The x-axis shows the
relative distance to the TSS.
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1.5.1 TSSaRNAs in Eukaryote domain

In 2007 Guenther and his colleagues observed that the transcription machinery in human

cells could start the process without producing mature mRNAs. They considered this

phenomenon is resulted due to transcriptional/post-transcriptional regulatory mecha-

nisms [54]. One year later (2008) Seila and his colleagues reported the existence of

short RNAs associated with transcription start sites. Seila and his team considered

their finding as a novel class of ncRNAs in mouse cells and human embryonic stem

cell line [55]. This new class is referred as transcription start sites associated RNAs

(TSSaRNAs). By using deep sequencing, Seila and his group observed that TSSaRNAs

were associated with the majority of annotated mouse coding genes. Furthermore, they

were able to detect this new class in various mouse cell types besides human embryonic

stem cell line (hues6). They provided evidence of the existence of both sense and anti-

sense TSSaRNAs. Moreover, they observed that TSSaRNAs are mostly associated with

moderate and highly expressed genes; however, TSSaRNAs could be observed in low

expressed genes as well. About the statistics of TSSaRNAs length, they observed the

average length size of TSSaRNAs was 20 nucleotides while the most frequent length size

was 17 nucleotides long. However, by performing cloning to enrich TSSaRNAs, they were

able to detect only TSSaRNAs with length size in the range of 20-90 nucleotides long.

Therefore, they suggested that TSSaRNAs with a range of 20–90 nucleotides are the most

dominant and the most stable within the cell. As we have mentioned before TSSaRNAs

in literature could be referred as tiny RNA associated with transcription start, we would

say that in 2008 Taft and his colleagues reported tiny RNAs associated with transcription

start in human, chicken, and Drosophila within a window of 60 nucleotides upstream and

120 nucleotides downstream transcription start sites. They characterized the length size

of these transcripts with a modal length size of 18 nucleotides [49]. Recently in 2017,

Choi and his colleagues detected TSSaRNAs in the human cell with length size up to

200 nucleotides [56].

Considering the detection of TSSaRNAs in plant cells, Wang and his colleagues reported
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in 2011 the existence of TSSaRNAs in Arabidopsis thaliana [57]. By using multiple

datasets, they were able to detect sense and antisense TSSaRNAs within a window of 300

nucleotides around TSSs. They parametrized the window to start from 100 nucleotides

upstream of TSSs up to 200 nucleotides downstream of TSSs. Wang and his colleagues

have not commented clearly about the maximum length size of sense TSSaRNAs, but

they characterized the length size of antisense TSSaRNAs as in the range of (21–24)

nucleotides.

1.5.2 TSSaRNAs in Bacteria Domain

After TSSaRNAs have been discovered in eukaryotes, later in 2012 Yus and her colleagues

confirmed the existence of TSSaRNAs in two phyla of domain Bacteria. By performing

sequencing without fragmentation as well as using tiling array technology, authors were

able to detect TSSaRNAs in Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Escherichia coli [45]. They

observed that by using deep sequencing with fragmentation, they could obtain clear

peaks of TSSaRNAs even in low expressed genes. The size of the detected TSSaRNAs

ranged of 16-65 nucleotides with a mean of 45 nucleotides. Yus and her colleagues

succeeded to report the existence of only sense TSSaRNAs in Mycoplasma pneumoniae

and Escherichia coli. Therefore, it is important to point out that Yus and her team

were not able to provide any evidence of the existence of antisense TSSaRNAs in domain

Bacteria.

1.5.3 TSSaRNAs in Archaeal Domain

After TSSaRNAs have been discovered in both Eukaryote and Bacteria domains, it has

been interested to investigate the existence of TSSaRNAs in Archaeal domain. Hence,

Zaramela and colleagues from our research group investigated the existence of TSSaRNAs

in several Archaeal organisms including: Halobacterium salinarum, Pyrococcus furiosus,

Methanococcus maripaludis, and Sulfolobus solfataricus [46]. Their result showed ev-

idence for the existence of TSSaRNAs in Archaeal domains. Moreover, their result

stated the length size distribution of detected TSSaRNAs in particular in the species
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Halobacterium salinarum was with the median length size of 27 nucleotides while the

overall length size ranged of 16-146 nucleotides.

1.5.4 TSSaRNAs: biogenesis and potential function

The TSSaRNAs biogenesis and its underline mechanism are still unclear. However, it has

been suggested that the mechanism of RNA polymerase pausing during the transcription

process could play an important role in TSSaRNAs biogenesis in animal cells, Bacteria

and Archaea [46]. The hypothesis of RNA polymerase pausing as a key mechanism to

produce TSSaRNAs is based on the observations that RNA polymerase pausing signals

have precisely coexisted over sense and antisense TSSaRNAs peaks [58]. The pausing of

RNA polymerase occurs with high frequencies during the transcription process of highly

transcribed genes and mostly associated with active promoters [59]. It has been observed

that RNA polymerase is paused after transcribing from 25 up to 60 nucleotides [60].

Upon the pause process occurs, two scenarios are expected. The first scenario is that the

elongation process will resume after the pausing step to transcribe the whole gene [61]. On

the other scenario, the transcription machinery will release the nascent RNA transcript

as a mature non-coding RNA molecule. In theory, the step of RNA polymerase pausing

could appear at any point during the transcription of genes [62]. However, the highest

degree of pausing has as been observed to be near to the transcription start site (Fig. 1.6).

The regulatory roles of RNA polymerase pausing and its molecular functions is still

uncertain, but several studies have suggested the pausing process occurs as response

to environmental condition [59, 61, 63] (Fig. 1.7). Also, the pausing process occurs

as check-point stage for gene expression process via termination the elongation pro-

cess [59,64] (Fig. 1.8), or via regulating the chromatin remodeling [65]. The mechanism

underline RNA polymerase pausing is not clearly understood yet, but many factors sup-

posed to contribute in establishing RNA polymerase pausing. These factors vary from

sequence-based motifs to regulators proteins. Studying pausing of RNA polymerase II

in Drosophila embryo revealed many factors involved in the pausing mechanism. These

factors are including GAGA, TATA, initiator, and downstream promoter element as
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sequence-based motifs besides sensitivity-inducing factor (DSIF) and negative elonga-

tion factor (NELF) as protein regulators [66] (Fig. 1.8). At abstraction level, RNA

pausing mechanism could be considered as the mechanism among different organisms as

combinations of RNA polymerase, sequence-based motifs, and proteins regulators. It is

also expected that different type of motifs and regulators could exist depending on the

organism. For instance, in Human, the GGUG sequence-based motif has observed as a

consensus sequence associated with promoter-associated non-coding RNAs [67].

One more phenomenon which has been suggested to play a role in TSSaRNAs biogenesis

is called RNA polymerase backtracking. The term backtracking refers to a process where

RNA polymerase moves backward instead of moving forward during transcribing nascent

mRNA [68]. RNA polymerase backtracking occurs at certain points due to specific signals

or due to weak RNA-DNA alignment [69]. The roles of RNA polymerase backtracking still

not fully covered yet. However, it has been suggested that RNA polymerase backtracking

occurs as regulatory steps in elongation step or a response to internal and/or external

signals [70]. RNA Polymerase Backtracking could arrest the transcription process which

pauses the transcription that results in an immature RNA transcript which could be

released from the transcription machinery [71]. The mechanism of RNA polymerase

backtracking is still considered a source of TSSaRNAs biogenesis, however, in 2011 Valen

and his colleagues investigated the biogenesis of small RNAs in the human genome and

they suggested that TSSaRNAs molecules as mostly are derived from nascent mRNAs

by stalled RNAPII against nucleolysis [72].

Considering TSSaRNAs biogenesis in plant cells, Wang and his colleagues observed both

sense, and antisense TSSaRNAs are produced in wild type cells, but TSSaRNAs are

totally abolished in a triple mutation of DICER-LIKE2, DICER-LIKE23, and DICER-

LIKE24 in siRNA biogenesis pathways. Therefore, their results have given strong ev-

idence that siRNA pathways are responsible for producing TSSaRNAs in plant path-

ways [57].

Scientists have given suggestion and evidence about the hypothesis behind TSSaRNAs

biogenesis. However, we still consider that TSSaRNAs as versatile molecules of small
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RNAs which consist of tiny RNAs, miRNAs sized RNA molecules and medium-size

RNAs. Therefore, we consider various biogenesis mechanisms that could be involved

in TSSaRNAs biogenesis. These mechanisms could be slightly or totally different among

various organisms.

The functions of RNA transcripts that yield from pausing of RNA polymerase and non-

coding RNA that transcribed near to transcription start sites are still not totally char-

acterized. Some studies showed the abundance of TSSaRNAs in the cell is very low [58].

However, it has been suggested TSSaRNAs could play roles in regulating the transcrip-

tion process and could be involved in epigenetic regulation [46]. In this project, we are

speculating that TSSaRNAs could be related to activation or suppression of cognate gene

expression or even considering TSSaRNAs transcripts could exert their own bimolecular

functions.

Figure 1.6: RNA Polymerase Pausing in Genes with Different Activity

This figure shows the occurrence of RNA polymerase pausing in genes with different
activities. The y-axis shows Pol II ChIP-seq signal. The size of peaks reflects the oc-
currence of RNA Polymerase Pausing. The x-axis shows the relative distance to the
TSS. The shaded area demonstrates the RNA polymerase pausing process occurs most
probably around the TSS signal. This figure adapted from [59].
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Figure 1.7: RNA Polymerase Pausing as Response to Environmental Signals

This figure shows the occurrence of RNA polymerase (Pol II) pausing as a response to
environmental signals. RNA Pol II is depicted in red. Signal (A) regulates transcriptional
initiation. Signal (B) regulates pause release. Signal (C) regulates both transcriptional
initiation and pause release. The nascent RNA transcript is shown in black. This figure
adapted from [61].

Figure 1.8: RNA Polymerase Pausing Mechanism

This figure shows RNA polymerase pausing mechanism as a combination of RNA Poly-
merase, sequence-based motifs (GAGA, TATA), and protein factors (the negative tran-
scription elongation (NELF) & the sensitivity-inducing factor (DSIF)). The Pausing ma-
chinery consists of DSIF/NELF complex. The positive transcription elongation factor
(P-TEFb) disassociates DSIF/NELF complex; consequently, the transcription elongation
process will continue. This figure adapted from [66].
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1.6 RNA Sequencing

Before performing any computational experiment, understanding the raw data is critical

to all downstream analysis steps to obtain reliable findings. Understanding the data is

not only guarantee of using the best analytical model, but it further helps researchers

to think critically to avoid bias and any technical errors. It is also highly recommended

to understand the experimental design which helps to figure out the necessity of quality

control checking and helps to understand the limitations in the data. As our raw data in

this project is generated by single-stranded RNA sequencing (strand specific) technology.

Thus this section gives a high-level overview of RNA sequencing experiments and the

general computational steps to process the raw data.

1.6.1 RNA sequencing overview

RNA sequencing is considered one of the biggest revolution in molecular biology re-

searches. RNA sequencing is known as next-generation sequencing (NGS) as the RNA

sequencing technology has been arisen to the market after the Sanger DNA sequenc-

ing. The main purpose of using next-generation sequencing is to study the dynamic of

transcriptome over time. There are many advantages of using NGS technologies over

the probes based technologies such as microarrays. The most fundamental advantages of

using NGS to study the transcriptome instead of array technologies consist of two points:

the first point is that NGS does not require any prior knowledge about the genome of the

organism under investigation [73]; second, NGS is much cheaper than array-based tech-

nologies as since the end of the year 2007 the cost of sequencing is decreased dramatically

(Fig. 1.9). The reduction in the NGS cost allowed many laboratories around the world

to perform sequencing experiment [74]. Nowadays many scientists consider NGS as the

best tool to generate reliable transcriptomic raw data because NGS help to conduct ex-

periments with high resolution and greater sensitivity. Moreover, NGS technologies have

the possibility to study a large number of samples per time known as high-throughput

experiments [75].
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Figure 1.9: Figure shows the cost of RNA-Seq experiment per genome

Notice that since the end of the year 2007 the cost of RNA-seq per genome has been
reduced dramatically. This figure has been adapted from the National Human Genome
Research Institute https://www.genome.gov/sequencingcostsdata/

1.6.2 RNA-Seq platforms

NGS marketing is evolving rapidly, and day by day the companies are providing new

technologies besides improving the capacity and productivity of the existing platform.

NGS could be classified into the first generation platform, the second generation platform,

and the third generation platform [76]. Furthermore, scientists now are referring to

the fourth generation of NGS, but the fourth generation could be considered as a just

modification of the third generation rather than new generation.

The classical Sanger sequencing technology and capillary sequencing technology are con-

sidered the first generation of sequencing. Sanger sequencing is based on sequencing

https://www.genome.gov/sequencingcostsdata/
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DNA molecules through PCR chain termination method. Sanger technique opened the

window for the sequencing, but it is considered too expensive to be budget by traditional

laboratories. Also, it was time-consuming and less sensitivity compared to the second

and the third sequencing technologies [75]. The second generation of NGS Technologies

includes platforms such as Illumina, 454 Roche, and SOLiD. These platforms sequence

short of cDNA “RNA reverse transcribed into DNA” instead of direct RNA sequencing.

The second next-generation technologies offer advantages over Sanger sequencing such as

reduction in the sequencing cost and providing the possibility to perform high-throughput

experiments. The limitations of the second next-generation technologies consist of long-

running time to get the results besides the limitation in the read length size [76]. The

second next-generation technologies sequence very short reads comparing to Sanger tech-

nology. The third generation platforms include Helicos, PacBio, and Ion Torrent. These

technologies offer the possibility to sequence direct RNA molecules as well as cDNA with

high resolution. Furthermore, these platforms are capable of sequence even in a single

molecule resolution. The third-generation platforms perform the sequencing in a very

short time where the experiment could be finished just in a few hours instead of spending

days [76].

1.6.3 RNA sequencing work-flow

The full technical details of RNA sequencing and their experimental design are beyond

the scope of this thesis, but we will give an overview of the work-flow of custom NGS

experiments. The information offered here will be fundamental as much as needed to

be known by bioinformaticians and data analyst. For those who are interested in more

details, we recommend them to refer to the online technical manuals of the popular

platforms in the market.

Once, the experimental biologist came up with the scientific question and the purpose

of the performing RNA sequencing; the first step it will be figuring out about the exper-

imental design as a collaborative task with computational biologist/Bioinformaticians.

The stage of the experimental design results in answering some questions such as the
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number of technical and biological replicates which required for the experiments, which

sequencing technique is more appropriate for obtaining a trusted result, and which se-

quencing kit will be suitable to be used in the lab according to the lab budget and lab

environment.

Once the scientist came up by the most appropriate experimental design, the next step

is to perform the bench work of NGS experiments which start by isolation RNA and

purification of interested populations of RNA (total RNA, mRNA, small RNA ...etc.).

We are using the term, but many sequencers are actually sequencing cDNA molecules.

Therefore, the isolated RNAs would be reverse transcribed do DNA then use the gener-

ated DNA strands as templates to synthesize double strand DNA. The last stage in many

bench work before automating sequencing is called library preparation in this stage tech-

nician could add barcode or adapters into each sample (multiplexing different samples

in each batch of the sequencer). The prepared libraries enter in the step of automation

sequencing which aims to parallel amplify the preprepared library massively. This stage

depends on the type of sequencing platform, but many labs use Illumina kits.

Depending on the scientific question and the chosen platform, experimental biologist

and bioinformaticians could choose either strand-specific libraries or non-strand-specific

protocol. Nowadays many laboratories prefer to use strand-specific protocol because this

protocol is designed to provide more information about the polarity of transcripts as

well as from which strand RNA-Seq reads came from [77]. There is a limitation of non-

strand-specific protocols regarding the lack of information about the orientation of the

libraries. However, still, it could be used to study the antisense transcripts and antisense

regulation by using a more rigorous and sophisticated bioinformatics protocol.

1.6.3.1 Sequencing options

The two most common options for custom next-generation sequencing experiments are

either single-end RNA sequencing or paired-end RNA sequencing. In the single-end, RNA

sequencing protocol the sequencing platforms sequence only from one end to another end

of the read libraries. The single-end RNA sequencing protocol is the first choice for
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sequencing experiments as its cost is comparatively low. Also, this protocol generates

excellent sequences for transcriptomics purpose but it not good enough to study the

transcription level in repetitive elements.

The other option of sequencing is called paired-end sequencing, in this option, the se-

quence starts at one end of the reads then sequence the other end result in sequencing

both ends with a gap (called insertion). The paired-end sequencing is more expensive as

well as it is time-consuming compared to the single-end sequencing, but it provides high

quality reads to perform the mapping process (alignment of reads to reference genome).

Besides providing high-quality alignment process, the paired-end sequencing protocol is

also more effective in identification and resolving complex genomic phenomena such de-

tection of the massive genomic mutations including deletions, insertions and inversions

and distinguishing the repetitive sequence element in the genome. The advantages of the

paired-end protocol let it become the best option to assemble genome which is known

as de novo genome sequencing. Depending on the size of insertion fragment paired-end

sequencing could be referred as mate-pair sequencing when the libraries across more con-

siderable distances with a big insertion size. The mate-pair sequencing is considered as

the most suitable for various applications including de novo genome sequencing, Genome

finishing, and structural variant detection.

We could add one more sequencing options as later next-generation sequencing has been

developed to study the RNA/DNA-protein interaction in vivo using an option called

ChIP-seq (Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation sequencing) technology. The typical ChIP-

Seq experiment starts by cross-linking the RNA/DNA-protein binding complexes followed

by next-generation sequencing analysis. The power of this sequencing option that it is

able to identify the protein-binding site with high resolution down to the nucleotide

level [78].

1.6.4 Computational aspect of RNA-seq data analysis

It is obvious that the next-generation sequencing technologies rapidly become popular

and widely used in studying transcriptome in different conditions including measuring the
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level genes expression but still the downstream RNA-seq data analysis and interpreting

the results is facing set of challenges. The challenges in RNA-seq data analysis arisen

due to the limitation in computational infrastructure for RNA-seq raw data storage and

processing, transcriptome complexity and lacking robust statistical and mathematical

model to handle RNA-seq raw. To overcome these serious challenges in RNA-seq analysis

expert bioinformaticians are needed to smoothly and technically pass the problem and

get biologically meaningful results. The typical RNA-seq analysis work-flow consists of

several steps, and the data can be investigated qualitatively and/or quantitatively. In

summary, we could distinguish three universal steps to analyze RNA-seq raw data which

include: the quality control assessment step, alignment reads to a genome, and mining

the biologically relevant information for downstream analysis.

1.6.4.1 Quality control assessment

Any typical RNA-seq experiments consist of multiple steps starting from the extrac-

tion of RNA and reverse transcription to overcome the low stability of RNA molecules,

amplification of fragments, adding adapters then sequencing. As same as all other ex-

perimental techniques in molecular biology, RNA-seq sequencing technologies, and its

experimental steps are prone to certain experimental biases, technical biases, errors, and

artifacts which affect all downstream analysis [79, 80]. Therefore, before analysis, any

RNA-Seq data comprehensive quality control (abbreviated as QC) assessments against

potential technical and biological errors is critical and important to obtain scientifically

reliable results as well as it would help in the good interpretation of the findings.

The most common errors prone in any RNA-Seq raw data include: a) the existence of low

quality and low confidence sequences; b) the presence of duplication in RNA-Seq reads

as well as unknown bases; c) contamination of sequences with adapters and barcode per

sample and even some reads from other organisms; d) the existence of intrinsic biases

such as: per sequence G-C contents, nucleotide composition bias, Per base unknown

bases (N) content, overrepresented sequences, and Per base sequence quality (Fig. 1.10).

As quality control is a critical step in RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq); thus, many tools for
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checking and performing RNA-Seq quality control assessment exist and available as open

source tools. Examples of some tools for RNA-seq data processing including the quality

control assessment are shown in the Digital Appendix (3).

Basic Statistics:

• Per base sequence quality
• Per sequence quality scores
• Per base sequence content
• Per sequence GC content
• Per base N conten

Sequences:

• Sequence Length size
Distribution

• Sequence Duplication Levels
• Overrepresented sequences
• Kmer Content

RNA-Seq
quality control
assessments

Filtering:

• Remove bad reads from library
• Low quality reads
• Contaminating sequence
• Low complexity reads (repeats)
• Short reads

Trimming:

• Bad bases from (end of) read
• Adapter sequences
• Low-quality bases

Figure 1.10: A diagram shows RNA-Seq quality control assessments

1.6.4.2 Alignment reads to genome

Aligning RNA-seq reads to a reference genome and extract the potential aligned location

is referred as the mapping process. Many programs are available to align RNA-seq

reads to a given reference genome and depending on their underline algorithm they

are varied on their algorithms speed, performance, and accuracy [81]. To perform the

mapping process, the genome could be obtained either from public repositories or could

be assembled from available RNA-Seq reads. The major challenges for mapping process

are: the size of reference genome, overcoming the polymorphisms in reads which refers

to the mapped reads that are coming from repetitive element in given genome (low

complexity region/microsatellite/repeat), mapping to assembled genome that miss known

transcribed regions, mapping reads that come from exon-intron boundaries, and whether

mapping search for the exact match or just looking for the sequence similarity by allowing

gap and mismatch up to given cutoff score during mapping process [82].
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1.6.5 Mining the biologically relevant information and downstream analysis

Generally, bioinformaticians and system biologists aim to gain two types of relevant

biological information from any RNA-seq processes. This information could be catego-

rized as genomic annotation and transcriptomics quantization. By performing genomics

annotation researchers aim to identify various genomics signals such as identifying the

transcriptional start sites (TSS), identifying splicing sites boundaries (exon/intron), an-

notation of poly-A sites, etc. On the other hand, transcriptomics quantization usually

used to compare the dynamic of transcriptome between two conditions which is referred

as measuring differential gene expression (DGE), but it could also be used to detect alter-

native genomics signals such as detection of alternate transcriptional start sites and/or

alternative splicing.

1.6.6 RNA-seq metrics

Once bioinformaticians got the mapped RNA-seq reads, the next step is to convert the

mapped reads into the appropriate metrics for downstream statistical analyses. The most

common metric parameters for mapped reads are:

1.6.6.1 Metrics on mapped reads

After performing the mapping step, bioinformaticians usually are interested in measuring

the quality of the mapping process. This quality assessment will infer the degree of

suitability of RNA-Seq reads to be used into the downstream analysis. The most common

measurements at this stage are (a) total read number. (b) the number of unique reads.

(c) the number of duplicate reads. (d) duplication percentage or duplication rate. (e)

percentage of the status of mapped reads (uniquely mapped read and unmapped reads

and polymorphism of reads). (f) in case of paired-end options bioinformaticians are

interested as well to know the statistics of paired reads orientation to figure out the status

of the paired reads to determine if the mapping results in concordant pairs, singleton read

and discordant pairs. (g) in case the experiment is not designed to sequence total RNA

then it will be useful to investigate the degree of contamination with undesired classes.
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(h) the percentage of GC content in the mapped reads.

1.6.6.2 Coverage

The term coverage reflects the number of times the target genome is being covered by

reads such as 1X (only one time), 2X,...,100X, and so on. The value of coverage is impor-

tant to be calculated even prior performing the experiments as some biological questions

need a high coverage to get the right answers, for instance, the higher number of coverage

is required when the purpose of the study is to estimate the single nucleotide polymor-

phism(SNP). The coverage could be estimated using the Lander/Waterman formula. The

Lander/Waterman formula is represented by the following equation (Equation 1.4).

Coverage =
LN

G
(1.4)

Where: G is the haploid genome length (genome size), L is the read length size, and N

is the number of reads. As the read length is irrelevant when speaking about RNA-seq

experiments with unequal read size such experiments designed to sequence total cellular

RNA therefore, in this case, bioinformaticians could refer to the read length as the average

read length or the median length. In some cases the read length could be calculated as

the full sum of each reads length multiplied by its frequency.

1.6.6.3 Depth (per base coverage)

Per base cover or the depth of coverage is reflecting how many times a given genomic

position –single base- has been covered by independent RNA-seq reads. This metric

could be associated directly to the level of the gene expression at a given location, and it

could be visualized as the histogram of coverage (such as Fig. 1.5 for example or similar

found all over the literature). Many bioinformaticians use per feature coverage instead

of per base coverage to figure out the expression level of a given feature, i.e., exon or

gene. In this case, some normalization should be applied to get rid of potential errors

(this type of error will be briefly covered in the section of reads quantification).
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1.6.6.4 Breadth of coverage

The traditional concept of the coverage is assuming that the RNA-seq reads are uniformly

distributed among the genome, but that is not true for the transcriptome as some areas

are highly transcribed at given condition while other regions are low transcribed or

even no transcription process. The term breadth of coverage calculates the percentage

of reference genome that is covered under given depth; for instance to calculate the

percentage of the genome that coverage at the 1X depth we could use the following

formula (Equation 1.5):

Size of Assembled Genome

Size of Reference Genome
∗ 100 (1.5)

Note that we could calculate the size of the assembled genome at different depth 2X,10X,. . . etc.

1.6.6.5 Metrics for differential expression Analysis

Using RNA-seq data to describe the differential gene expression is out of the scope of

this thesis. However, it is important to note that the computational analysis of RNA-seq

data could be ended up by comparing the expression level of genes between multiple

experiments. The assumption of the differential gene expression is based on the hypoth-

esis that the level of expression of a particular gene is correlated to the amount of the

RNA fragments transcribed from that gene. Therefore, by performing a statistical test

on quantified reads per a genomic feature based on a certain probabilistic model such as

poison distribution, negative binomial, normal distribution and so on, bioinformaticians

could estimate the genes that are expressed in particular conditions or certain cell types.

Quantification of reads per a feature often results in extreme values per certain fea-

tures within and/or between conditions due to some systematic bias or technical errors.

Therefore, normalization of reads count is a crucial step [83]. The common normal-

ization metrics which could be used to perform differential genes analysis are reads per

kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM), transcripts per million (TPM),

house-keeping gene normalization, and quantile normalization [83].
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1.7 Rationale

1.7.1 Description of the problem and Rationale

The existence of TSSaRNAs upstream of many genes in various organisms all over the

three domains of life is now a fact. However, the functions of this class of non-coding

RNA are still not well characterized regarding their roles on the complex biological ma-

chinery as well as on their effect on downstream genes targets. Moreover, a study done

by our research team (The Biological Information Processing Lab – LabPIB - & The Mi-

crobial Systems Biology Lab –LaBiSisMi-) has provided strong evidence of the existence

of TSSaRNAs in several Archaeans transcriptomes including Halobacterium salinarum

NRC-1. Therefore, this research project starts with the hypothesis that the existence

of TSSaRNAs among the three domains of life is associated with a universal molecular

function. The present study has proposed to enhance further our understanding of the

potential roles of TSSaRNAs in the cellular system based on both sequence and structural

information via an in silico approach.

Consequently, in this study, we are mainly interested in establishing an optimized pre-

diction algorithm to increase the prediction accuracy, as well as attempting to overcome

the challenges of structural prediction of these TSSaRNAs followed by addressing the

questions of how their structures participate in their molecular functions. Also, as part

of this study, we are willing to perform functional annotation of predicted TSSaRNAs

based on Rfam functional classification of the ncRNAs.

In summary, we could say that this project has been proposed with the motivation

of accurately predict TSSaRNAs in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 then mitigate the

lack of knowledge in their function by classifying them according to Rfam functional

classification as well as study their structural characteristics.
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1.8 Research Objectives

1.8.1 Aims of the study

1. Our first objective is to design a reliable algorithm to predict TSSaRNAs from any

given RNA-seq data sets.

2. Using molecular modeling techniques we aimed to predict reliable secondary and

tertiary structures of TSSaRNAs.

3. We investigated the multiple roles of TSSaRNAs molecules as a part of the RNA-

based regulation system in cells.

4. We predicted TSSaRNAs that function as protein binding motifs in particular

binding to the Lsm regulatory protein.

5. We aimed to predict the function of TSSaRNAs in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

based on Rfam annotation of ncRNAs.

1.8.2 Study design, and Research procedures and strategy

This study is a computational approach to functionally annotate TSSaRNAs inHalobacterium

salinarum NRC-1. The computational method is often referred as an in silico experi-

ment. In the scientific literature, there are two definitions associated with term in silico

in the field of bioinformatics [84, 85]. According to the first definition, in silico experi-

ments are a set of computational operations used to investigate and understand biological

phenomena based on the analysis of the previously generated data. According to the sec-

ond definition, the in silico experiments are computer simulations to model and perform

the biological experiments on a computing machine “virtual-world experiments”. There is

some criticism of conducting a research work using only computational approach. Crit-

ics believe that the finding of the virtual experiments would not be significant unless

it has been confirmed by wet lab experiments “real-world experiment via benchwork”.

However, in many aspects, the in silico experimentation is indispensable in the field of

bioinformatics. Thus, the in silico experiments could be performed in parallel with the

benchwork experiments. The in silico experiments provide the opportunity to study the
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biological phenomena in small-time scale. In many cases, the computational experiments

could be done first to reduce the benchwork costs.

The research strategy in this study involves multiple computational steps. The first step

is to obtain a reliable and trusted raw data. The raw data could be retrieved from public

bioinformatics databases. The second step is to perform upstream data analysis. Up-

stream raw data analysis consists of the following tasks: a) checking the quality control

of the raw data, b) cleaning the raw data by removing the low quality reads and adapter

sequences, c) mapping the reads into the reference genome. We use the mapped reads to

predict TSSaRNAs. To functionally annotate TSSaRNAs, we consider both structural-

based and sequence-based TSSaRNAs annotations. The structural-based annotation

considers the secondary structures, tertiary structures, and higher orders structures of

TSSaRNAs. The sequence-based annotation considers the functional classification of

TSSaRNAs based Rfam families. To classify TSSaRNAs into their corresponding Rfam

families, we consider both sequence information of each TSSaRNAs molecule and consen-

sus secondary structures of the closely related TSSaRNAs. The overall research strategy

of this project has been demonstrated in the figure (Fig. 1.11).
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Raw Data Retrieval

Upstream Data Analysis:Quality control assessment,
Data Preprocessing, Reads Mapping

TSSaRNAs Prediction

Structural annotation Functional annotation based on Rfam families

Secondary structures

Tertiary structures

Higher Order structures

TSSaRNA cognate gene Interactions

TSSaRNAs-Lsm Interactions

Sequence based annotation

Structural based annotation

Figure 1.11: A diagram shows the research strategy in this project.
The research strategy in this in silico experiment consists of the following tasks: i) re-
trieving trusted and reliable data sets, (ii) performing upstream data analysis by checking
the quality control of the raw data, cleaning the data, and mapping the reads into the
reference genome (iii) predicting TSSaRNAs (iv) Annotating TSSaRNAs based on their
structural information (v) Annotating TSSaRNAs based on Rfam functional classifica-
tion. The detailed description of the steps for each task has been provided in the next
chapter (The chapter of material and methods).



CHAPTER 2

Material and Methods

2.1 TSSaRNAs Prediction

To predict TSSaRNAs in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1, we designed a prediction

algorithm based on statistical distribution of mapped RNA reads around the transcription

start site of annotated genes. The annotated transcription start site signals obtained

from the reference sequence (RefSeq) of UCSC Genome Browser database [86–88]. The

reasons behind using RefSeq annotation instead of other available annotation resources

because it has known that RefSeq is a popular, reliable database that is freely available on

the internet. Moreover, RefSeq provides curated non-redundant information regarding

the genomic coordinates for genes linked to their products in many organisms. One

more reason for using RefSeq is that RefSeq team integrates information provided by

several scientific research groups across the globe to keep annotation information updated

according to computations and experimental evidence.

TSSaRNAs prediction task is a multi-step task, the steps to predict TSSaRNAs start by

retrieving the appropriate and the suitable raw data followed by the step of the quality

control assessment and data cleaning, and end-up by TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm

(refer to the Fig. 2.1). The following subsections will cover the steps of TSSaRNAs

prediction as follow: retrieving the datasets, quality control assessment, and mapping

reads to the references genome, then TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm.

54
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2.1.1 Datasets retrieval

As we mentioned in chapter 1 section (1.6), the high-throughput sequencing experiments

generate powerful information about the dynamics of genes expression and the patterns of

the expressions throughout the genome of a given organism. In this study, we considered

RNA-seq raw data as the most appropriate data sets to achieve the aims of this study in

predicting TSSaRNAs. We used a special type of RNA-Seq experiments called strand-

specific RNA-Seq. The reason behind considering the strand-specific experiments in

this study is that the underline experimental protocol in strand-specific experiments is

designed to provide more information about the polarity of transcripts as well as from

which strand RNA-Seq reads are originated.

We retrieved three strand-specific RNA-seq datasets form Sequence Read Archive (SRA)

repository1 [89, 90]. The querying process has done using the unique accession num-

ber for each experiment. The unique accession numbers are SRX844124, SRX433542 &

SRX441605. The scientist generated the retrieved data-sets in LaBiSisMi2 (an acronym

for Microbial Systems Biology Lab, in Portuguese) that hosted in Faculty of Medicine

at Ribeirão Preto campus of the University of São Paulo. All data-sets have been gener-

ated using TrueSeq protocol from Illumina3 to sequence total and small RNA molecules

extracted from Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. The organism had incubated in the

standard growth condition by providing incubation temperature of 37oC and agitation of

125 revolutions per minute. Each experiment was designed to have a biological replicate

such as two biological replicates in SRX844124 and SRX433542 while three biological

replicates in SRX441605. The total length size of RNA reads that obtained from se-

quencer had varied between 20–230 nucleotides (Table 3.1).
1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/
2http://labisismi.fmrp.usp.br/index.php/en/
3https://www.illumina.com/
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2.1.2 Raw data quality control assessment

As we pointed and emphasized in the chapter 1 section (1.6), the quality control as-

sessment for RNA-seq raw data is a crucial step and indispensable for any downstream

data analysis. Therefore, the first step after obtaining the raw data was to evaluate the

quality control assessment. In this study, we used FastQC Tool version 0.11.4 [91] to

check the quality control of the obtained RNA-Seq data sets. FastQC has maintained

by the Babraham Institute4. Bioinformaticians commonly use FastQC in quality control

assessments as it is a system independent cross-platform open source tool.

There are many advantages of using FastQC for checking the quality over other open

source tools. These advantages have summarized in the followings: FastQC is consid-

erably fast and memory efficient tool, besides its ability to accept common RNA-Seq

file format such as BAM, SAM or FastQ as input files to assess the raw reads quality

control including the sequence quality per base, the nucleotide composition per sequence,

sequence duplication levels, adapters, Kmer content, and GC bias. Furthermore, FastQC

generates results in HTML format with graphs and tables of reads statistics for processing

manually.

In the case of the existence of adapters sequences we processed the raw data by removing

the contaminated sequences using FASTX-Toolkit5.

2.1.3 Mapping reads to the references genome

In TSSaRNAs prediction pipeline we used Bowtie2 program [92,93] to perform the map-

ping process of RNA-seq reads into the reference genome. Researchers commonly use

Bowtie2 as it is ultra fast mapping tool. The underline alignment algorithm in Bowtie2

is based on the Burrow’s Wheeler Transform method (BWT) which optimizes the overall

program’s memory usage. As we needed the reference genome for the mapping pro-

cess, therefore, we obtained the reference genome as a complete genome sequence of

Halobacterium salinarum(taxonomy ID: 64091) in fasta format from The National Cen-
4http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/FastQC/
5http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/
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ter for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)6.

The first step on the mapping process was the indexing of the reference genome; then we

proceeded RNA-seq reads alignment step. The output of the mapping process for each

experimental sample is a text alignment file format known as a Sequence/Alignment

Map (SAM). Each SAM file consists of an informative header section and an alignment

section with at least 11 fields delimited by tabs. The fields in SAM files are referring to

the reference sequence to which reads were mapped, the start position for each mapped

read in the reference genome, and a Phred scaled quality score of the mapped reads

besides many other details [94]. We converted all SAM files into BAM format (binary

SAM) using Samtools package version 0.1.19 [94]. The BAM files overcome memory

storage limit by reducing the size of the SAM files.

To prepare the mapped reads for the next step as an input file for TSSaRNAs prediction

algorithm, we converted SAM/BAM files into bed format using Bedtool package version

2.25.0 [95,96].

2.1.4 TSSaRNAs prediction

TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm has based on the parametric statistics of mapped se-

quenced reads. It has known that any typical RNA-seq experiment generates a huge

number of reads that are capable of aligning to the reference genome. Processing a huge

number of mapped reads will be a time-consuming task for any traditional computing

system. To reduce the time which will be consumed by the prediction steps we limited

the prediction statistics on only a predefined window around the transcription start site

(TSS) signal of each gene. Limiting the statistics on the predefined windows also helps

in overcoming the challenges in the data storage of such a huge number of mapped reads.

The TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm consists of the following steps: (a) first step is to

define a window around the transcription start site for each gene. The size of the down-

stream side in this window is assigned to be 50 nucleotides as a default parameter or

as a quarter of the gene’s length in case of short genes. Here, the term short gene is
6http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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referring to any gene that its length is less than 200 nucleotide. Regarding the size of the

upstream side in the window, it has assigned to be 50 nucleotides as a default value or

equal to the distance to the nearest upstream gene to prevent overlapping between genes.

(b) the second step is to cluster all mapped reads that are starting within the predefined

window for each gene to get a vector. The vector’s length is equal to the number of reads

clusters, and the values associated with the vector’s indexes are the counts of mapped

reads that starting at a given position. (c) after obtaining the vector, the next step is the

cluster/peak calling. We considered the cluster of reads that associated with the highest

count of reads as a cluster that might contain a potential TSSaRNA. It is possible to

exist more than one cluster associated with the highest number of reads. It the latter

case we would consider the cluster that is the nearest to the transcription start site.

(d) as a final step, we defined the potential TSSaRNA as the molecule with the highest

frequency within each targeted cluster and at the same time passing the cutoff criteria

by possessing reads to count more than the statistical average of all molecules within the

cluster.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram shows TSSaRNAs Prediction steps
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2.2 TSSaRNAs structures prediction

The prediction of RNA structures in most scientific literature is referred to de novo

predictions of RNA structures, but in some cases, it is referred as well to ab initio

(homology-based) structure predictions. The term de novo prediction refers to all steps

and methods of prediction higher order structures of RNA from simple sequences of

nucleotides while the term ab initio prediction refers to the process of prediction unknown

structures from a template with known structure by considering the homology between

two structures.

In this section, we are going to cover the methodology that we used to predict TSSaRNA

secondary and tertiary structures as well as higher order structures such as TSSaRNA-

mRNA hybridization and TSSaRNAs-Lsm interactions.

2.2.1 Selection of TSSaRNAs sequences

The complete sequences for all predicted TSSaRNAs have been extracted from the com-

plete genome of Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. The genome obtained from NCBI

repository7 as DNA sequences. We transcribed in silico DNA sequences into RNA se-

quences to get TSSaRNAs molecules to use in the next step of prediction of TSSaRNAs

secondary and tertiary structures.

2.2.2 TSSaRNAs Secondary Structure Prediction

TSSaRNA secondary structures prediction performed using Mfold off-line package (v.3.6).

Mfold predicts RNA secondary structures by searching the state associated with the

minimal free energy using the well known and most popular algorithm that established

by Zuker(1989).

Mfold Prediction Parameters

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 lives in extreme environments characterized by high

concentration of salt. Therefore, we changed the ionic concentration to be same as the
7https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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intracellular environment. The values of intracellular concentration of magnesium and

sodium ions have obtained from the literature [97,98] such as: Na+ molar concentration

to be as 1.4 M and Mg++ molar concentration to be as 0.12 M. Furthermore, to obtain

just the optimal folding structure we changed the parameter of the maximum number of

folding to be computed to be as 1. For full Mfold parameters and their values see Mfold

manual.

2.2.3 Digitalizing TSSaRNAs secondary structures

To annotate the predicted TSSaRNAs based on their secondary structure elements (mo-

tifs) (Fig.1.2), we converted the structural representation of TSSaRNAs into 17 numerical

variables. The secondary structures numerical variables are consisting of: a) TSSaRNAs

total length; b) the count of secondary structure elements per TSSaRNA. The space of

the secondary structure elements consist of the following items: single strand nucleotides

in external loop, closing helices in external loop, helices elements, hairpins, multiloop,

bulges, interior loop, and stacks in TSSaRNAs secondary structure; c) the values of free

energies in each secondary structure elements as well as the initial and the final free

energy.

2.2.4 Modeling TSSaRNAs tertiary Structures

To model TSSaRNAs tertiary structures de novo, we used Rosetta tool8 [28, 99] version

(3.6). This version released on 8 of April 8, 2016, and it is available freely for aca-

demic purposes. Rosetta is considered as a flexible and a multi-purpose scientific tool.

Rosetta tool consists of software for modeling, structure prediction, design, and remod-

eling proteins and nucleic acids. Rosetta software predicts RNA tertiary structures de

novo based on the Monte Carlo sampling approach by assembling short fragments from

the database. Rosetta database contains RNA crystal structures. The algorithm used

by Rosetta is called the Fragment Assembly of RNA (FARNA) algorithm.

In this study, we aimed to predict only the optimal structure by minimizing energies
8https://www.rosettacommons.org
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in RNA tertiary structures. The sampling process is repeated up to 1.000.000 cycles.

We used such significant cycles numbers because the prediction accuracy depends on the

number of the sampling process as Rosetta prediction based on a Monte Carlo prediction

algorithm. Refer to Rosetta parameters table for more details.

2.2.4.1 Digitalizing TSSaRNAs tertiary structures

To annotate TSSaRNAs tertiary as well as to interpret their structures stability, we

converted the predicted TSSaRNAs tertiary structural representation from graph rep-

resentation into a digital matrix containing low and high-resolution energies for each

predicted TSSaRNA tertiary structure.

2.2.5 Predicting TSSaRNAs higher-order structures

Prediction of the secondary and tertiary structures of ncRNAs is an important step to un-

derstand their structural stability. However, when investigating their biological function,

it is crucial to consider the higher order structures to understand the actives sites and

the potential mode of action of ncRNAs. The term higher order RNA structure is used

to refer to any structure beyond the tertiary structure and mainly yield by interacting

with other biomolecules or due chemical modifications. In this study, we aimed to in-

vestigate the higher order structures of TSSaRNAs by investigating TSSAsRNA-mRNA

interactions and TSSaRNAs-Protein interactions.

2.2.5.1 TSSaRNA-mRNA interactions

Many ncRNAs trigger their biological function by interacting with other RNA for example

miRNA in eukaryotes and sRNA in bacteria. RNA-RNA interaction is an important

process in the biological system, yet it remains a challenging point for predictions due to

the limitation in the current computational algorithm or due to the computational costs

when predicting RNA-RNA interaction from a large dataset.

By speculating TSSaRNAs could play a role as a regulatory element to regulate the cog-

nate genes as a target mRNA; here in this study, we investigated the potential interaction
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between TSSaRNAs and their cognate genes. We used IntaRNA [25] tool version 2 to

predict the interactions. IntaRNA is a general purpose tool that maintained by Prof.

Backofen’s bioinformatics group at Freiburg University9. IntaRNA is available as web-

server as well as a standalone tool to be run on local machines. IntaRNA is considered

as an ultra-fast tool to predict mRNA target sites for given ncRNAs by minimizing the

thermodynamics energy profiles of the hybridization. To compute the target site for inter-

actions, IntaRNA uses heuristic computational methods by computing and determining

the probability for the unpaired region on ncRNA then hybridize the predicted unpaired

region with the mRNA. By using the heuristic computational methods, IntaRNA could

determine all possible interactions between two molecules except the interactions which

yield by pseudo-knots. The thermodynamic interacting energy had calculated from two

sources of contribution. The first is the hybridization free energy of the interacting sub-

sequences which computed as folding energy. The second source of the interactions energy

is the free energies that needed to unfold the interaction stacks sites in both ncRNA and

mRNA molecules.

2.2.5.2 TSSaRNA-Lsm interactions

We mentioned in chapter 1, RNA-Protein interactions trigger essential roles in many

biological functions. In this study, we have hypothesized the existence of TSSaRNAs-

Proteins interaction to trigger the potential function of TSSaRNAs. We have speculated

that TSSaRNAs posse regulatory roles; therefore, we investigated the possibility of in-

teraction of TSSaRNAs with Lsm protein. Lsm protein is known as a protein involved

in RNA processing and mediates RNA function. The investigation process consisted of

two steps: in the first step, we had investigated the potential TSSaRNAs-Lsm binding

based on wet-lab experimental data obtained from the experimental RIP-seq data of

Lsm-RNA interaction which is generated previously by the scientist in the LaBiSisMi10.

It is important to point out that the results of these experiments could demonstrate
9http://rna.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/IntaRNA/Input.jsp

10http://labisismi.fmrp.usp.br/index.php/en/
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the evidence of binding between Lsm protein and RNAs molecules that expressed at the

genomic coordinates of TSSaRNAs. However, we could not emphasize that Lsm protein

binds only with TSSaRNAs. Although, we could speculate that Lsm has the capability

to binds to all RNA molecules that expressed within the coordinates of the binding signal

including mRNAs and TSSaRNAs.

Once we obtained TSSaRNAs that showed experimentally evidence to interact with Lsm

protein we investigated the potential binding site of the complex as well as the geometrical

topologies of interaction by performing computational docking experiments. Also, we

studied the binding energy of the complex to estimate the thermodynamic stability of

TSSaRNA-Lsm complex.

We obtained the processed data (log2-fold-change) enrichment at any genomic posi-

tion) from Dr. Livia Zaramehla Ph.D. thesis work in LaBiSisMi laboratory at FMRP-

USP [100]. This Ph.D. work was not published in peer-reviewed journals yet but rather

only as Ph.D. thesis so is, in some sense, original data from the group. The wet-lab

experiment has done to investigate genome-wide RNA-Lsm complexes using RIP-seq

technology (RNA-immunoprecipitation (RIP) followed by high-throughput sequencing

(seq)). The organism Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 was cultured in an enriched nu-

trient medium and incubated in the standard growth condition by providing incubation

temperature of 37oC and agitation of 125 revolutions per minute. To perform RIP-seq

experiment our colleagues at LaBiSisMi collaboratively with Dr. Elisabeth Wurtmann

from Institute for Systems Biology(ISB)11 had generated a modified experimental pro-

tocol based on the current well-established protocols of ChIP-chip assays (i.e Chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by microarray hybridization (chip)), RIP-Chip and

CLIP (i.e crosslinking immunoprecipitation) (refer to the reference [100] for more details).

To obtain the target immunoprecipitated RNA, the sample was incubated at 37oC for

two hours with 15µL of Proteinase K. As the last stage, to verify the presence of Lsm

protein the scientist at LaBiSisMi performed SDS-PAGE and Western Blot experiments

(for the detailed steps refer to the reference [100]).
11https://baliga.systemsbiology.net/hs2013/?q=education/interviews/wurtmann
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We performed the docking experiments using ZDOCK docking tool version 3.0.2 [101].

ZDOCK tool is considered as one of the best open source tool for molecular docking based

on the Fourier transform methods. ZDOCK is generated to predict protein-protein in-

teractions, but it could be used to predict RNA-Protein interactions or even RNA-RNA

interactions after the parametrization of RNA molecules. We overcome the lack of RNA

parameters such as lack of the partial charge of atoms and the Van der Waals radii by

using the parameters generated by Junichi Iwakiri and his colleagues [26]. We used RNA

parameters that generated based on the CHARMM22 molecular dynamic force fields as

ZDOCK original parameters for protein is based on the CHARMM22 force fields. Regard-

ing the Lsm protein as there is no crystal structure of Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

yet, therefore, we used the crystal structure of Lsm protein from the thermoacidophilic

archaeon Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. The protein blast between Halobacterium salinarum

NRC-1 Lsm protein (UniProtKB: B0R5R5 which is encoded by the gene VNG1496G) and

Sulfolobus acidocaldarius Lsm protein (UniProtKB: A0A0U3FHU0) showed 33% (23/68)

amino acid sequence identity and 54% amino acid sequence similarity associated with E-

value equal to 2 ∗ 10−9. We downloaded the Lsm protein from the protein data bank by

querying using the PDB identifier(ID) 5MKL. The Lsm crystal structure (5MKL) was

determined via Diffraction-based technique (resolution of 2.086Å; to see other parameters

refer to the Digital Appendix (4)) [102]. Before using Lsm protein for docking, we cleaned

the 5MKL PDB file by removing the solvent molecules and as 5MKL has four biological

assemblies for the Lsm protein, therefore, as a preprocessing step we extracted only the

first biological assembly from the 5MKL PDB file to use it as the receptor molecule for

the docking experiment.

To calculate TSSaRNAs-Lsm binding energies we used APBS (Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann

Solver) version 1.4.1 [103]. For each molecule, we had set a grid dimension (275x275x275

nm) to ensure the accuracy in calculating the binding energy. Moreover, as RNA

molecules are highly charged molecules; therefore, we used the non-linearized Poisson-

Boltzmann method to calculate the potential of molecules.
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2.3 TSSaRNAs functional annotation

Our pipeline to associate TSSaRNAs into their Rfam families consists of two main steps.

The first step was querying TSSaRNAs as sequences against the covariance models

of Rfam families if TSSaRNA hit a Rfam family then we have succeeded to annotate

TSSaRNA into corresponding Rfam family, the second step is an alternative step where

we could not succeed to annotate TSSaRNA through the step one. The reason for per-

forming the alternative step is to do not lose Rfam families in the conserved structural

element of TSSaRNAs. The alternative annotation step started by grouping TSSaRNAs

based on hierarchical clustering method into closely related sequences with consensus

secondary structure then we queried Rfam sequences against the covariance model of

each TSSaRNAs group. For more details about the pipeline refer to the flowchart(Fig.

2.2) which explains all steps.

2.3.1 TSSaRNAs annotation based on single molecule information

We used infernal package ("INFERence of RNA Alignment")12 [104] version 1.1.2 to

annotate TSSaRNAs by detecting all known Rfam families which had represented in

their sequences. In this step, the input files consisted of TSSaRNAs sequences in fasta

format and the covariance models from Rfam database version 13.0. As we aimed to get

the maximum numbers of Rfam families that represented in each TSSaRNA molecule,

therefore, we used the default parameters in the infernal package without any changes.

It is import to note that we were more restrictive on annotating CRISPR families. The

CRISPR families have considered as the systems of the adaptive immunity against foreign

genetic elements in both Archaea & Bacteria. Although, as far as we know the CRISPR

families have not discovered on Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 yet. Therefore, in case

of some TSSaRNAs had classified into the corresponding CRISPR families we considered

a further annotation step by performing local sequence alignment between CRISPR seed

sequences of a given CRISPR family and TSSaRNAs sequences. To perform the local
12http://eddylab.org/infernal/
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sequence alignment experiment and visualize the alignments result we used locARNA

on-line tool13 [105,106] with its default parameters.

2.3.2 TSSaRNAs annotation based on consensus secondary structures

As Rfam database represents ncRNA families based on their consensus secondary struc-

tures, therefore, it will be considered to query Rfam database using consensus secondary

structures of close related TSSaRNAs in case a single sequence of TSSaRNA did not hit

any Rfam family. This step helps to recover any missing TSSaRNAs annotation when

relying only on the querying TSSaRNAs sequences against the CMs models of Rfam

families. To query Rfam families against TSSaRNAs consensus secondary structures

first we clustered TSSaRNAs based on their structural similarities then we constructed

the CM models of selected then finally we queried the sequences of Rfam families against

TSSaRNAs CM models. Below are the details for each step.

2.3.2.1 Clustering TSSaRNAs sequences

We used the RNAclust tool [107, 108] version 1.3 to get the cluster-tree of TSSaRNAs

sequences that did not succeed to be annotated into their corresponding Rfam families

when we queried their sequences against Rfam CMs models. RNAclust groups RNA

molecules into clusters based on their secondary structures motifs by computing all pos-

sible pairwise alignments using LocARNA tool [105,106]. After calculating the pairwise

alignment for all TSSaRNAs, RNAclust calculates the probability matrix of secondary

structure distribution using the RNAfold program from the ViennaRNA package [109].

Based on the calculated probability matrix, RNAclust can identify the relevant nodes in

the cluster-tree which shared a consensus secondary structure. Besides, using RNAclust

tool we used RNAsoup program (Spot grOUPs in RNA cluster-tree) [110] to detect the

maximum numbers of cluster-tree nodes based on evaluating the squared error of the

minimum free energy for every single TSSaRNA within given cluster node. This step

allows calculating the minimum free energy of the consensus secondary structure in a
13http://rna.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/LocARNA/Input.jsp
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given node.

2.3.2.2 Construction of the covariance models of TSSaRNAs cluster-tree

nodes

To construct the CMs models for the unannotated TSSsRNAs datasets, first, we pre-

processed the selected TSSaRNAs cluster-tree nodes obtained from RNAsoup program

by converting the multiple RNA sequence alignment format into Stockholm alignment

format using t_coffee [111] multiple sequence alignment package version 11.00.8cbe48614.

Then, we used infernal package version 1.1.2 to build the covariance models of selected

TSSaRNAs nodes which fulfilled the selection criteria such as that a given node has

consensus secondary structures and its minimum free energy is thermodynamically stable

(negative value).

2.3.2.3 Querying TSSaRNAs CM against Rfam families

After getting the co-variance models for the selected nodes, we calibrated the E-values

of all models using infernal package version 1.1.2 before querying them against the Rfam

sequences. This step is critical as it would adjust the statistical parameters (E-values)

for each model [104]. As we aimed to reduce the false positives results which associate

a large number of Rfam families with singling TSSaRNA CM model we performed the

query with E-value < 0.001 as the query parameter.

2.4 Functional annotation of cognate genes

This step aimed to determine the gene ontology categories that enriched in the list of the

cognate genes of TSSaRNAs. To get the gene ontology categories of the cognate genes,

we performed gene classification for the list of the cognate genes based on PANTHER on-

line classification system [112]. The PANTHER on-line classification system calculates

the overall proportion of the genes from the given list that associated with significant

terms based on biological process, cellular components or the molecular functions.

14http://tcoffee.crg.cat/
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Querying TSSaRNAs sequences
against Rfam covariance models.

TSSaRNAs
hit Rfam
family

Cluster TSSaRNAs se-
quences based on their
secondary structures

Select nodes from the
cluster tree where:

• Selected node is with
consensus secondary struc-
ture.

• Its free energy is favorable
(negative free energy).

• The selected node is not
embedded in another
selected node.

Build CM model for
each selected node.

Querying Rfam sequences
against TSSaRNAs
covariance models.

CM hit
Rfam
family

Annotated TSSaRNAs. Annotated TSSaRNAs.

Overall annotated TSSaRNAs.

Yes No

Yes

Figure 2.2: A diagram shows the steps to annotate TSSaRNAs based on Rfam functional
classification of ncRNAs.



CHAPTER 3

Results

3.1 Raw data quality control assessment

Using the FastQC tool, we have assessed the quality control of the three raw data sets.

The result obtained from the quality control assessment showed that: in respect to

the contamination with adapters, the data sets (SRX844124) and (SRX441605) were

free from any contamination of adapters sequences. The data set (SRX433542) showed

contamination with Illumina small RNA adapters (Fig. 3.1) therefore, the adapters

removal process has proceeded on the data set (SRX433542) before involving it into

TSSaRNA prediction algorithm.

By assessing the Phred score per position, results showed that all data sets were with good

Phred scores. The good Phred scores were associated mainly with the 5’ end of the reads

(Fig. 3.2). Phred score is measuring the quality of identification of the sequenced bases

(base call accuracy). Phred score is used to estimate the probability error of the base

calling. The probability error indicates the probability of a particular base is incorrect.

The mathematical formula of the Phred score could be written as follows:

Q = –10 log10(P)

Where Q is the Phred score, P is the probability error.

The FastQC tool uses the Phred score of 28 that corresponds to the probable error of

0.001584 as a cutoff value to pass the quality control. Besides good Phred scores, all

70
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the data sets showed good content of the four types of nucleotides G, U, A, and C per

position across all bases (Fig. 3.3).

Regarding the distribution of reads length within each experiment, we have paid more

attention to this term, and we have considered it as the bottleneck to fulfill the criteria of

passing the quality control requirements as having reads with different length is critical to

predicting TSSaRNAs. The quality checking of reads length showed that: the data sets

(SRX844124) and cleaned (SRX433542) both were with proper enough distribution of

reads length within the experiments(Fig. 3.4) while the data set (SRX441605) contained

only short reads sized of 35 nucleotides length for majority of the reads therefore, we

have not considered this dataset for TSSaRNAs prediction.

In summary, the first data set (SRX844124) is good enough to be used directly into

TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm. The second data set (SRX433542) contaminated with

adapters reads which needed to remove before using this dataset into TSSaRNAs pre-

diction algorithm. The third data set (SRX441605) has excluded due to the limitation

on its read length distribution. The basic statistics of reads in the three data sets which

had used in this study has shown on the table (3.1).

Table 3.1: Basic statistics of reads in the three data sets used in this study.

Experiment ID Experiment I Experiment II Experiment III

SRX844124 SRX433542 SRX441605

Sample ID SRR1760797 SRR1760798 SRR1187083 SRR1187084 SRR1743299 SRR1743300 SRR1743301

Total Reads 293943 4958743 2996953 3238933 1179648 13757181 22522951

1940715* 2065829*

Sequences flagged as poor quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Length 5 - 151 5 - 151 151 151 35 35 35

(20 - 151)* (20 - 151)*

%GC 62% 62% 40% 40% 46% 55% 54%

61%* 61%*

(*) indicates for value obtained after trim adapters.
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(a) Experiment II: SRR1187083 before adapters removal.

(b) Experiment II: SRR1187083 after adapters removal.

Figure 3.1: Sequence Quality Control: Adapters Content.
This figure shows an example of the adapter contents assessment for the first samples of the
second experiment. The blue line in the sub-figure (a) shows the contamination with "Illumina
Small RNA Adapter".
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(a) Experiment II: SRR1187083 before adapters removal.

(b) Experiment II: SRR1187083 after adapters removal.

Figure 3.2: Sequence Quality Control: Quality scores across all Bases.
The figure shows an example of the quality control assessment for per-base quality scores across
all reads before and after the adapters removal process in the first samples of the second ex-
periment. The y-axis shows the quality scores(perfect quality score (green), reasonable quality
score (orange), poor quality (red)). The score statistics for each position are depicted as follows:
the median is shown by a central red line, the inter-quartile range (25-75%) is represented in a
yellow box, the 10% point (lower whisker), the 90% point (upper whisker), the mean quality is
depicted in blue line.
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(a) Experiment II: SRR1187083 before adapters removal.

(b) Experiment II: SRR1187083 after adapters removal.

Figure 3.3: Sequence Quality Control: per base sequence content.
The figure shows an example of the quality control assessment for per base sequence con-
tents before and after adapters removal process in the first sample of second experiment.
The sub-figure (a) shows big differences between A and T towards the end of reads.
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(a) Experiment II: SRR1187083 after adapters removal.

Figure 3.4: Sequence Quality Control: Distribution of Sequence length.
The figure shows an example of the quality control assessment of the distribution of the sequence
length size of the first samples in the second Experiment.
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3.2 TSSaRNA prediction

3.2.1 Mapping reads to the reference genome

The results obtained from the mapping process revealed that all data sets contain only

unpaired reads and a high percentage of these reads have uniquely mapped for one

genomic position. The overall alignment score showed quite enough high score (more

than 90%) for both data sets (SRX844124) and cleaned (SRX433542) (Table 3.2).

In summary, the data sets (SRX844124) and (SRX433542) showed good enough align-

ment score to be used into TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm. The third data set (SRX441605)

was processed in this stage although we already decided not to use it into our predic-

tion algorithm. The result of the mapping process of the third data set (SRX441605)

showed a high percentage of reads that have not had mapped into the reference genome of

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. This result gave us evidence about the contamination

of reads in the third experiment with RNA from other organism supporting its exclusion.

3.2.1.1 The initialization step

The result of the initialization stage (Fig. 2.1) showed that more than 80% of the 2622

RefSeq annotated genes possessed upstream window size equal to 50 nucleotides. On the

other hand, around 90% of the RefSeq 2622 annotated genes maintained downstream

window size identical to 50 nucleotides.
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Table 3.2: Results of mapping RNA-seq reads to the reference genome.

Experiment ID Experiment I Experiment II Experiment III

SRX844124 SRX433542 SRX441605

Sample ID SRR1760797 SRR1760798 SRR1187083 SRR1187084 SRR1743299 SRR1743300 SRR1743301

Total Reads 293943 4958743 1940715 2065829 1179648 13757181 22522951

Unpaired Reads 293943 4958743 1940715 2065829 1179648 13757181 22522951

100.00% 100.00 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Aligned 0 times 132620 159513 188707 103901 647733 1619394 7033747

(4.51%) (3.22%) (9.72%) (5.03%) (54.91%) (11.77%) (31.23%)

Aligned 1 time 2305184 3775847 1500409 1669219 365914 12045007 15246189

(78.43%) (76.15%) (77.31%) (80.80%) (31.02%) (87.55%) (67.69%)

Aligned >1 times 501539 1023383 251599 292709 166001 92780 243015

(17.06%) (20.64%) (12.96%) (14.17%) (14.07%) (0.67%) (1.08%)

Overall alignment rate 95.49% 96.78% 90.28% 94.97% 45.09% 88.23% 68.77%
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3.2.2 Predicted TSSaRNAs

To summarize the results of the predicted TSSaRNAs, we have considered the statistical

properties of TSSaRNAs with respect to the total number of predicted TSSaRNAs per

sample, the deviation of TSSaRNAs starting point from the transcription start sites,

TSSaRNAs length sizes, and the number of predicted TSSaRNA per gene.

3.2.2.1 The first data set (SRX844124)

TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm has identified total 1063 sense TSSaRNAs candidates

from the two samples of the first experiment. The concordance of TSSaRNAs between

the two samples were 493 TSSaRNAs candidates associated with 493 cognate genes

(18.8% of the considered annotated genome of 2622 genes). The disagreement TSSaRNAs

were 168 TSSaRNAs which were predicted uniquely in the sample SRR1760797 and

403 TSSaRNAs which were identified uniquely in the sample SRR1760798. Considering

the antisense TSSaRNAs, TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm has identified a total of 274

antisense TSSaRNAs candidates from the two samples of the first experiment. The

concordance in the antisense TSSaRNAs between the two samples were 117 TSSaRNAs.

Contrarily, the disagreement of antisense TSSaRNAs were 35 TSSaRNAs which predicted

uniquely in the sample SRR1760797 and 112 TSSaRNAs which were identified uniquely

in the sample SRR1760798.

The results of the statistical properties in the two samples of the first experiment re-

garding the deviation of TSSaRNAs starting point from the transcription start sites, the

results showed that around 40% of the sense TSSaRNAs initiated exactly from the same

point of the transcript start site signal of their cognate genes (Fig. 3.5 sub-figure a,b).

On the other hand, the results showed that the antisense TSSaRNAs initiated uniformly

within the predefined window (Fig. 3.6 sub-figure a,b).

Concerning length size distribution of predicted sense TSSaRNAs, the results showed

a median size of 25 nucleotides. Furthermore, we have observed that around 90% of

the sense TSSaRNAs sized less than or equal to 100 nucleotides (Fig.3.7 sub-figure a,b).
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Considering the sizes of the antisense TSSaRNAs, the results showed a median size of

20 nucleotides. Similar to the sense TSSaRNAs, the results showed around 90% of the

antisense TSSaRNAs sized less than or equal to 100 nucleotides (Fig. 3.8 sub-figure a,b).

The maximum number of sense TSSaRNAs per cognate gene was 3 TSSaRNAs. In de-

tails, only one cognate gene possessed 3 TSSaRNAs in each experiment while 16 cognate

genes possessed 2 TSSaRNAs in the first sample (SRR1760797) this number is reduced to

be seven cognate genes that possessed2 TSSaRNAs in the second sample (SRR1760798).

The percentage of the predicted TSSaRNA that their cognate gene associated with only

one TSSaRNA was 97.3% and 99% of TSSaRNAs in the first and second sample respec-

tively.

Regarding the maximum number of antisense TSSaRNAs per cognate, the result showed

that in the first sample (SRR1760797) all the cognate genes associated with only one

antisense TSSaRNA. On the other hand, in the second sample (SRR1760798) only three

cognate genes were associated with two antisense TSSaRNAs while all the rest of cognate

genes associated with only one antisense TSSaRNA.

3.2.2.2 The second data set (SRX433542)

The TSSaRNAs prediction algorithm resulted in a total of 680 sense TSSaRNAs can-

didates from the two samples of the second experiment. The concordance of the sense

TSSaRNAs between the two samples was 336 sense TSSaRNAs candidates associated

with 336 cognate genes (12.8% of the considered annotated genome of 2622 genes). The

disagreement in predicted sense TSSaRNAs were 139 that identified only from the sam-

ple (SRR1187083) and 205 sense TSSaRNAs which were identified uniquely from the

sample (SRR1187084). Considering the antisense TSSaRNAs, TSSaRNAs prediction al-

gorithm resulted in a total of 123 antisense TSSaRNAs candidates from the two samples

of the second experiment. The concordance of the antisense TSSaRNAs between the two

samples were 67 antisense TSSaRNAs candidates. The disagreement in the predicted an-

tisense TSSaRNAs were 26 molecules that identified only from the sample (SRR1187083)

and 30 antisense TSSaRNAs that identified uniquely in the sample (SRR1187084).
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The results of the statistical properties in the two samples of the second experiment

regarding the deviation of TSSaRNAs starting point from the transcription start sites,

showed that about 40% of sense TSSaRNAs in both samples had TSSaRNAs that ini-

tiated exactly from the same point of the transcript start site signal of their cognate

genes (Fig. 3.5 sub-figure c,d). On the other hand, the antisense TSSaRNAs initiated

uniformly within the predefined window (Fig. 3.6 sub-figure c,d).

Considering the distribution of sense TSSaRNAs length size, the results showed a median

size of 30 nucleotides. Moreover, we observed that around 90% of sense TSSaRNAs sized

less than or equal to 80 nucleotides (Fig.3.7 sub-figure c,d). The distribution of antisense

TSSaRNAs sizes showed a median length size of 20 nucleotides. Also, as same as in the

sense TSSaRNAs we observed that around 90% of antisense TSSaRNAs sized less than

or equal to 100 nucleotides (Fig. 3.8 sub-figure c,d).

The maximum number of predicted sense TSSaRNAs per cognate gene was 2 in both

samples. In details, 12 cognate genes in the first sample (SRR1187083) possessed 2

TSSaRNAs while nine cognate genes in the second sample (SRR1187084) possessed 2

TSSaRNAs. The percentage of the predicted sense TSSaRNA that their cognate gene

associated with only one TSSaRNA was 97.5% and 98.3% of TSSaRNAs in first and

second sample respectively.

Regarding the maximum number of predicted antisense TSSaRNAs per cognate gene,

the result showed that the first sample of the second experiment (SRR1187083) all the

cognate genes associated with only one antisense TSSaRNA expect one cognate gene. On

the other hand, all the cognate genes in the second sample (SRR1187084) had associated

with only one TSSaRNA.

3.2.2.3 The third data set (SRX441605)

We have excluded the third data set from the pipeline due to the poor quality control

and due to the evidence of the contamination with other organism’s RNAs.
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(a) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760797). (b) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760798).

(c) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187083). (d) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187084).

Figure 3.5: The distribution of distances of predicted sense TSSaRNAs from the tran-
scription start sites.
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(a) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760797). (b) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760798).

(c) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187083). (d) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187084).

Figure 3.6: The distribution of distances of predicted antisense TSSaRNAs from the
transcription start sites. This figure demonstrates the antisense TSSaRNAs were initiated
uniformly within the predefined window.
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(a) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760797). (b) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760798).

(c) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187083). (d) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187084).

Figure 3.7: The distribution of sense TSSaRNAs’ length size.
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(a) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760797). (b) Experiment I: Sample(SRR1760798).

(c) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187083). (d) Experiment II: Sample Id (SRR1187084).

Figure 3.8: The distribution of antisense TSSaRNAs’ length size.
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3.2.3 The final TSSaRNAs candidates (concordance TSSaRNAs)

A total of 224 sense TSSaRNAs and 58 antisense TSSaRNAs candidates have annotated

as final TSSaRNAs from both experiments as TSSaRNA candidates. Final TSSaRNAs

are the molecules that overlapped between all the samples in both experiments. The

length of the final TSSaRNAs candidate showed a median size of 25 nucleotides (Fig.3.9

-b). In respect of the distance from the transcription start sites of cognate genes, the

results showed that about 40% of total predicted TSSaRNAs initiated exactly from the

same point of the transcript start site signal of their cognate genes (Fig.3.9 -a). Moreover,

the results showed that there was no much coexistence of sense and antisense TSSaRNAs

hence only eight cognate genes had associated with both sense and antisense TSSaRNAs.

Regarding the number of TSSaRNAs per cognate gene, the results showed that all cog-

nate genes had associated with only one TSSaRNAs in a particular orientation except the

mentioned eight cognate genes that associated with both sense and antisense TSSaRNAs.

Therefore, 10.45% of the 2622 annotated genes have TSSaRNA associated to them, 8.24%

in the same orientation overlapping the gene, 1.91% antisense to them, and 0.31% as-

sociated to both sense and antisense TSSaRNA. For more detailed results of predicted

TSSaRNAs refer to the Digital Appendix 1: Predicted TSSaRNAs.

Although, we used a very restrictive definition of TSSaRNA regarding to the count of

TSSaRNAs within its cluster(#TSSaRNA> average of reads within the cluster); when

comparing the obtained result with the 652 TSSaRNAs which published by Zaramel et

al. [46] there were 196 (87.5%) of the sense TSSaRNAs in concordance. Touching on to

the comparison of antisense TSSaRNAs, there was no need to mention the overlapping

between the antisense TSSaRNAs with the previous data. With reference to our best

knowledge, the antisense TSSaRNAs had not predicted in Archaea by any previous stud-

ies. The results showed that there was no bias regarding the orientation of the cognate

genes as there were 139 cognate genes on the (+) strand while 143 cognate genes were

on the (-) strand.
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(a) Final TSSaRNAs candidates from the both experiments.

(b) TSSAaRNAs candidates Length size distribution.

Figure 3.9: TSSaRNAs concordance
(a) The distribution of distances from TSS (b) The distribution of TSSaRNAs’ length
sizes.
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3.3 TSSaRNAs structures

3.3.1 Predicting TSSaRNAs secondary structures

Using the Mfold (v3.6) tool, we succeeded to predict the optimal secondary structures

for all 224 sense TSSaRNAs and 58 antisense TSSaRNAs (Fig. 3.12). To understand

the secondary structure features encoded by TSSaRNAs we represented each secondary

structures as a vector of numerical values. The values of this vectors include a) the energy

values such as the overall free energy, energy in helices, energy in hairpins, etc.; b) the

count of occurrence of each secondary elements per TSSaRNA. The detailed results were

as follows.

3.3.1.1 TSSaRNAs Thermodynamic Profiling

We have investigated the stability of TSSaRNAs secondary structures in the term of

thermodynamic free energy using thermodynamic parameters of Mfold program. The

calculated free energy expressed in kcal mole−1. The terms of energy include the initial

and the final free energy besides the energy that arose from each secondary structure

element in TSSaRNAs. The next two paragraphs explain the obtained results based on

the terms of thermodynamic energy.

Initial and Final Free Energy

The energy values that obtained for the initial free energy of TSSaRNAs secondary

structures showed that 89.72% of TSSaRNA had associated with negative values ranged

of (-60.6,-0.1) kcal mole−1. The results showed that there were two TSSaRNAs which had

associated with the initial free energy value of zero. Besides 27 TSSaRNAs associated

with a positive initial free energy. The overall values of the initial free energy ranged of

(-60.06,2.1) kcal mole−1 (Fig. 3.10 sub-figure a).

Considering the values of the final free energy, the results showed no variation with respect

to the values of the initial free energy. The final free energy calculated by modeling the

secondary structures in the given conditions. On the other hand, the values of the initial
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free energy were calculated using the standard default parameters.

Thermodynamic stability of TSSaRNAs secondary structures elements

The energy associated with the stability of structural elements in the optimal secondary

structures of TSSaRNAs has been extracted as free energy value expressed in kcal mole−1.

The results revealed that the values of the free energy that contribute to stabilizing the

helices, stacks, and external loop motifs were mostly favorable free energy. For instance,

in the case of helices and stacks element their free energy ranged of (-84.4,-1.4) kcal

mole−1 (Fig. 3.10). Referring to the free energy that contributes in stabilizing external

loop, the result showed that around 78.72%(222) of TSSaRNAs their external loops

had associated with favorable free energy ranged of (-4.5,-0.1) kcal mole−1. Differently,

9.22%(26) of TSSaRNAs their external loops associated with a free energy value of 0 kcal

mole−1. The rest of TSSaRNAs (12.06%(34)) their external loops had associated with

positive free energy ranged of (0.1,0.6) kcal mole−1 (Fig. 3.11).

Regarding the free energy associated with the elements: hairpin, multi-loop, and bulge;

the result showed that the values of their free energy were mostly positive (unfavorable

free energy). For instance, in the case of the hairpin elements their free energy ranged

of (1.7,17.6) kcal mole−1. In the case of the multi-loop motifs, the results showed that

most of them had associated with free energy ranged of (0,3.4) kcal mole−1 such as

92.20%(260) of TSSaRNAs their multi-loop motifs had associated with free energy value

of 0 kcal mole−1, and 7.09%(20) of TSSaRNAs their multi-loop motifs had associated with

positive free energy in range of (0.3,3.4) kcal mole−1. Moreover, the results showed that

only two TSSaRNAs that their multi-loop motifs had associated with negative energy of

-0.4 & -0.6 kcal mole−1.

Considering the values of the free energy that associated to the bulge elements, the result

showed that around 70.57% (199) of TSSaRNAs their bulge motifs had associated with

a free energy value of 0 kcal mole−1. The rest of TSSaRNAs ( 29.43%(83)) their bulge

elements had associated with positive energy ranged of (0.4,9.8) kcal mole−1 (Fig. 3.11).

In summary, the result regarding TSSaRNAs thermodynamic energy profiling is as fol-
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lows. The values of the free energy that had associated with the secondary structures

of TSSaRNAs revealed that 89.72% of TSSaRNAs had associated with negative values

of free energy. The remaining 10.28% of TSSaRNAs could be grouped into two groups:

the first group consists of two TSSaRNAs (0.7%) that had associated with free energy

value equal to zero, and the second group consists of 22 TSSaRNAs (9.57%) that had

associated with positive values of free energy. The negative values of the free energy

suggest that the secondary structures of TSSaRNAs are thermodynamically favorable

structures, i.e., stable structures. The positive values of the free energy indicate that

some TSSaRNAs exist naturally as linear molecules although, these TSSaRNAs could

fold into stable secondary structures through a non-spontaneous process by utilizing

external energy from cells. The free energy of zero implies that TSSaRNA secondary

structures are at the equilibrium state, i.e., these TSSaRNA could exist naturally in the

two forms (folded or linear). Regarding the energy associated with hairpins, the results

showed positive values of the free energy because hairpins consist of uncomplimentary

residues that contribute to a positive energy value. Also, the result revealed that the

values of the free energy which had associated with multiloop and bulge elements were

equal to zero because most of TSSaRNAs are lack of these elements. To see all the

energies that had associated with TSSaRNAs secondary structures refer to the Digital

Appendix 1: TSSaRNAs Mfold table.
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(a) Initial Free Energy. (b) Free Energy in Stacks motifs.

(c) Free Energy in Hairpins motifs. (d) Free Energy in Helices loops motifs.

Figure 3.10: Free Energy in TSSaRNAs secondary structures I.
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(a) Free Energy in Interior loops Motifs. (b) Free Engeries in MultiLoops Motifs.

(c) Free Energy in Bulgs motifs. (d) Free Energy in External loops motifs.

Figure 3.11: Free Energy in TSSaRNAs secondary structures II.
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3.3.1.2 TSSaRNAs secondary structures topologies

To investigate the structural topology in TSSaRNAs that could be correlated to their

potential functions, we have calculated the frequencies of the occurrence of each RNA sec-

ondary structure elements per TSSaRNA molecule. The secondary structures elements

counted are: the single strand nucleotides in external loop, closing helices in external loop,

internal loops, hairpin, and bulge loops. The overall results revealed that all TSSaRNAs

possessed at least one of these elements: closing helix in external loop, helix element,

hairpin, and stack element. The result showed that 95.39% (269) of TSSaRNAs pos-

sessed at least one single strand nucleotides in the external loop. The results showed the

percentage of TSSaRNAs that lack any multi-branch loop, bulges, or interior loop ele-

ments in their optimal secondary structure were 92.20% (260), 70.57% (199), and 56.03%

(158) respectively. The elements could be grouped into groups such as the elements of

high occurrence frequency and the elements of low occurrence frequency. Each group of

elements is discussed separately in the following.

a) Elements associated with high frequency of occurrences across all TSSaRNAs

The elements that occurred with high frequency were including single-strand nu-

cleotides in external loop, closing helices in external loop, internal loops, hairpin, and

stack. The frequencies of these elements were as follows: the occurrences of the single

strand nucleotides in external loop ranged of (0-26) where only 13 of TSSaRNAs were

free of any single strand nucleotide in their external loop, and 83.33%(235) of TSSaRNAs

possessed 1-13 free single strand nucleotide in their external loop (Fig. 3.14 c). The re-

sult revealed that the existence of a negative relationship between the number of free

nucleotides in the external loop and the number of TSSaRNAs associated with it.

In respect to the closing helices in the external loop, the results showed their occurrences

ranged of 1-4. In details, 82.98%(234) of TSSaRNAs possessed only one closing helices

in their external loop, 14.18%(40) of TSSaRNAs possessed two closing helices in external

loop, 2.48%(7) of TSSaRNAs possessed three closing helices in external loop, and only

one TSSaRNA was associated with four closing helices in the external loop (Fig. 3.14 d).
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In respect to the distribution of the helices per TSSaRNA, the result showed the dis-

tribution of the helices ranged of 1-13. In details, 41.49%(117) of TSSaRNAs possessed

one helix loop, 27.30%(77) of TSSaRNAs possessed two helices structure, 9.93%(28)

of TSSaRNAs possessed three helices, 6.03%(17) of TSSaRNAs possessed four helices,

4.61%(13) of TSSaRNAs possessed five helices, 2.84 %(8) of TSSaRNAs possessed either

(six, seven, or eight) helices, two TSSaRNAs possessed 7 helices, and only one TSSaRNA

associated with either (nine, ten, twelve, or thirteen) helices elements (Fig. 3.13 c).

The occurrences of the hairpin element per TSSaRNAs was in the range of 1-4. In details,

77.30%(218) of TSSaRNAs possessed one hairpin structure, 17.38%(49) of TSSaRNAs

possessed two hairpins, 4.61%(13) of TSSaRNAs possessed three hairpins elements, and

only two TSSaRNAs possessed four hairpins secondary structure elements (Fig. 3.13 a).

The distribution of the stack elements among TSSaRNAs was varying between (1-33).

In details, 81.21%(229) of TSSaRNAs possessed stacks in range of (1-10), 11.34%(32)

of TSSaRNAs possessed stacks in range of (11-20), and 7.45%(21) of TSSaRNAs were

associated with more than 21 stack elements (Fig. 3.13 d).

b) Elements with the low frequency of occurrences among TSSaRNAs

The result showed that some elements rarely occurred among the secondary structures

of TSSaRNAs. These elements are the multi-branch loop, bulge, and interior loop. For

instance, in case of the multi-branch loop, there was only 7.45 %(21) of TSSaRNAs that

possessed one multi-branch loop besides one TSSaRNA that possessed two multi-branch

loops. The rest of TSSaRNAs (260) was lack of any multi-branch loop in their secondary

structures.

In respect to the occurrence of the bulges among TSSaRNAs, the result showed the fre-

quency of the bulges was varies between 0-4. In details, 17.73%(50) of TSSaRNAs pos-

sessed one bulge, 7.45 % (21) of TSSaRNAs possessed two bulges, 2.84%(8) of TSSaRNAs

possessed three bulges, and only 1.42%(4) of TSSaRNAs possessed four bulges elements

(Fig. 3.13 a). The rest of TSSaRNAs (199) were lack of bulge element in their secondary

structures. Regarding the interior loop, the results showed that the count of the interior
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loop per TSSaRNA ranged of 0-8. In details, 56.03%(158) of TSSaRNAs were without

any interior loop, 29.08%(82) of TSSaRNAs possessed one interior loop, 7.09%(20) of

TSSaRNAs possessed two interior loops, 2.84%(8) of TSSaRNAs possessed three inte-

rior loops, 2.48%(7) of TSSaRNAs possessed four interior loops, 1.77%(5) of TSSaRNAs

maintained five interior loops, and only one TSSaRNA possessed either six or eight inte-

rior loops, however, no any TSSaRNA associated with a seven interior loops (Fig. 3.14

a).

In summary, We could consider TSSaRNAs as versatile molecules that their secondary

structures are composed of a combination of various elements (hairpins, bulges, stack,

etc.). These elements had associated with different frequencies. The frequencies of all

elements in TSSaRNAs secondary structures are provided in the Digital Appendix 1:

TSSaRNAs mfold table.
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Figure 3.12: Example of predicted TSSaRNAs secondary structures topologies.
To see all the secondary structures topologies of TSSaRNAs refer to the Digital Appendix
1: TSSaRNAs 2D topologies. The colored bars between the paired nucleotides give more
annotation of RNA secondary structure. The color annotation is ranged from the red color
to indicate the existence of extreme well-determined base pairing to the black color to in-
dicate poor base pairing. For more details of the Mfold color annotation refer to the link
http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/ref/s-annotate/node3.php

http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/ref/s-annotate/node3.php
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(a) Number of Hairpins Per TSSaRNA. (b) Number of Bulges Per TSSaRNA.

(c) Number of Helices Per TSSaRNA. (d) Number of Stacks Per TSSaRNA.

Figure 3.13: Distribution of TSSaRNAs secondary structure motifs I.
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(a) Numbers of Interior loops TSSaRNA.
.

(b) Numbers of MultiLoops per TSSaRNA.

(c) Numbers of Free nucleotides in external Ends. (d) Numbers of Helices in external Ends.

Figure 3.14: Distribution of TSSaRNAs secondary structure motifs II.
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3.3.2 Predicting TSSaRNAs tertiary structures

By using Rosetta-Commons RNA tools, we succeeded to model the tertiary structures for

all TSSaRNAs. Rosetta algorithm minimized the thermodynamic energy using Monte

Carlo sampling process. We used the secondary structures as constraints to model the

tertiary structures (Fig. 3.16 & 3.17). The overall weighted free energy for all TSSaRNAs

showed highly favorable free energy except two TSSaRNAs which had associated with

positive free energy. The minimum free energy was -702.379 in the Rosetta energy unit

(REU). The energy median value for overall weighted energy after excluding the two

positive outliers was -116.90 REU with an average of -181.40 Rosetta energy unit (Fig.

3.15).

Alongside the value of the overall weighted free energy of TSSaRNAs tertiary structures,

we have paid more attention to some specific energy terms. These terms contribute

significantly in the stabilization of the RNA tertiary structures or could participate in

triggering some critical biological function. The energy terms with the particular interest

include but are not limited to: (a) radius of gyration; (b) Van der Waals interactions;(c)

Lennard-Jones; (d) stacking energy; (e) hydrogen bond; (f) solvation energy; (g) electro-

static repulsion between phosphates. The detailed result of these essential energy terms

has presented in the following.

Touching on the radius of gyration term, the results showed a median energy value of

12.89 with an average of 16.19 in Rosetta energy unit. In the case of the Van der Waals

interactions energy, the result showed a median energy value of 12.68 with a mean of

15.67 in Rosetta energy unit. On the other hand, the median value of the free energy

that arose from the Lennard-Jones the attractive part was -60.02 with an average of

-92.04 Rosetta energy unit.

Regarding the stacking energy which contribute to the thermal stability of RNA tertiary

structure, the result showed favorable negatives energies of a median of -7.576 and average

of -10.220 Rosetta energy unit. It was also noticeable that in the case of the hydrogen

bond all the hydrogen bond components in the predicted TSSaRNAs tertiary structures
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were associated with favorable negative values.

In respect of the solvation energy which helps to interpret the stability of biomolecules

interaction, the result showed energy values of a median of 3.710 and average of 5.073 in

Rosetta energy unit for the non-polar contribution of the solvation energy. On the other

hand, the polar contribution of the solvation energy showed median energy of 58.60 with

an average of 92.69 in Rosetta energy unit. About the electrostatic repulsion between

phosphates, the results showed a weak electrostatic repulsion between phosphates of a

median of 0.7865 and average of 0.9857 in Rosetta energy unit.

In summary, the values of the overall weighted free energy which had associated with

the tertiary structures of TSSaRNAs showed highly negative values. These results imply

that TSSaRNAs tertiary structures are thermodynamically stable structures.

(a) Total free energy in TSSaRNAs tertiary structures

Figure 3.15: The overall free energy after excluding the two positive outliers. The values
of energy are in Rosetta energy unit
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(a) chr_255575_255653_VNG0324G. (b) chr_860255_860335_VNG1132G.

(c) chr_1977576_1977676_VNG2639G. (d) plasmid_pNRC100_31821_31926_VNG7032.

Figure 3.16: Example of TSSaRNAs tertiary structures topologies.
To see all the tertiary structures of TSSaRNAs in cartoon representation refer to the
Digital Appendix 1: TSSaRNAs 3D cartoon representation
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(a) chr_508659_508680_VNG0668C. (b) chr_547549_547579_VNG0726C.

(c) chr_1003922_1003951_VNG1344G. (d) chr_1058595_1058660_VNG1420H.

Figure 3.17: Example of TSSaRNAs tertiary structures topologies (Surface View).
To see all the tertiary structures of TSSaRNAs in surface representation refer to the
Digital Appendix 1: TSSaRNAs 3D surface representation.
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3.3.3 Predicting TSSaRNAs higher-order structures

3.3.3.1 TSSaRNA cognate gene hybridization

The approach to investigate the interaction of TSSaRNAs with its corresponding mRNA

using IntaRNA tool has revealed that almost all TSSaRNAs (92.2%) were capable of

hybridizing into their corresponding cognate genes except 22 of TSSaRNAs.The values

of the TSSaRNAs-mRNA interaction energy showed a median of -9.22 kcal mole−1 and

an average of -10.06 kcal mole−1 (Fig. 3.18).

Considering the mode of interaction between TSSaRNAs and their corresponding cog-

nate genes, we have defined three modes of interactions depending on the interaction

location: (1) 5 prime interactions, when a TSSaRNA hybridizes at the first one third

of the cognate gene; (2) an embedded mode of interaction when TSSaRNA hybridize

at the second one third of the cognate gene; and (3) the final mode of interaction as

a 3 prime mode of interaction when TSSaRNA hybridize at the third one third of the

cognate gene. The result obtained from investigating the mode of interaction showed

that around 132 ( 50.77%) of the interacting TSSaRNAs hybridized on the of their corre-

sponding cognate genes while 128 (49.23%) 5’ of the interacting TSSaRNAs hybridized on

the 3’ of their corresponding cognate genes (Fig.3.19). The result of TSSaRNA-cognate

gene hybridizations showed the existence of some interesting functional motifs such as

(AUCA) sequence motif which is highly conserved among the three domain of life [113]

and (AUGA) sequence motif which regulates the translation process [114]. For more

detailed results of TSSaRNAs-Cognate genes, interactions refer to Digital Appendix 1:

Table of TSSaRNA Cognate genes interactions.
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Figure 3.18: TSSaRNA-Cognate Genes Interactions.

Figure shows the potential interaction between TSSaRNA with cognate genes. Free
Energy is in units of kcal mole−1

.
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(a) TSSaRNA-Cognate gene mode of interactions.

(b) 5 Prime Mode of interactions.

(c) 3 Prime Mode of interactions.

Figure 3.19: Putative TSSaRNA-cognate gene hybridization.
Figure shows putative TSSaRNA-cognate gene interactions. Sub-figure (a) demonstrates
TSSaRNA-cognate gene mode of hybridization where (1) indicates 5 prime interaction,
(2) an embedded mode of interaction, and (3) 3 prime mode of interaction. Sub-figure (b)
shows 5 prime mode of interactions. Sub-figure (c) shows 5 prime mode of interactions.
To see all topologies of TSSaRNA-Cognate gene hybridization refer to the Digital Ap-
pendix 1: TSSaRNA Cognate genes interactions.
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3.3.3.2 TSSaRNA Lsm binding

The approach to investigate the interaction of TSSaRNAs with the Lsm protein by mining

the experimental data of Lsm-RNA interaction has revealed the existence of putative

interactions between Lsm protein and TSSaRNAs molecules. The raw data generated by

the scientist in the LaBiSisMi1. We have categorized the putative interactions into three

types of interactions depending on the possibility of Lsm to interact with TSSaRNAs

and the potential co-regulation of TSSaRNAs and their cognate genes by Lsm protein

(Fig. 3.20). The three types of interactions are: (I) Lsm signals are more likely to

indicate interaction of Lsm with TSSaRNA. We have considered Lsm to be more likely

to indicate interaction of Lsm with TSSaRNA when there is a single Lsm signal across

the cognate genes. This unique signal should cover the whole genomic coordinates of

TSSaRNAs. Alternatively, the Lsm signal should be covered by the genomic coordinates

of TSSaRNA. The first option of this type of interaction will show that the Lsm signal

is extended to interact with the cognate genes. However, we have expected that Lsm

may have the capability to interact with all RNAs that expressed within the interaction

signal including TSSaRNAs. As there is a single Lsm signal that might interact with

both TSSaRNA and its cognate gene, therefore, we have expected that in this type of

interaction Lsm might be required to regulate both TSSaRNA and its cognate gene. (II)

Lsm interacts with less degree of specificity with the genomic coordinates of TSSaRNAs.

We have considered the interaction type (II) when there are more than one Lsm signal

across the cognate genes. Also, we have considered the interaction type (II) when the

interaction between Lsm and the genomic coordinates of TSSaRNAs is not a complete

interaction, i.e., there is an overlapped interaction between Lsm signal and the genomic

coordinates of TSSaRNAs rather than coverage interaction. The existence of more than

one Lsm signal across the cognate genes adds a layer of regulatory complexity. Therefore,

in this type of interaction, we have expected that Lsm might co-regulate TSSaRNA and

its cognate gene with less degree of specificity as the other interactions might regulate

the cognate genes as well. (III) Lsm is less likely to interact with TSSaRNAs. We have
1http://labisismi.fmrp.usp.br/index.php/en/
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considered this type of interaction when the Lsm signal is leaked out to interact with a

large part of the cognate genes. In this type of interaction, we have expected Lsm to

interact mainly with the cognate genes rather than TSSaRNAs.

The result indicated that Lsm interacted with the peaks of 26 TSSaRNAs molecules as an

interaction of type I (Fig. 3.22 a). Also, the results indicated that Lsm protein interacted

will less degree of specificity (overlapped) with 12 TSSaRNAs molecules. Referring to

the rest of interacted TSSaRNAs (17), the result indicated that Lsm interacted non

specifically where Lsm protein leaked out to interact with a large part of the cognate

genes, and even in some cases, Lsm interacted with the whole cognate gene. More detailed

results of TSSaRNA-LSm interactions is provided in Digital Appendix 1: TSSaRNAs-

Lsm table.

The result obtained from the computational docking experiment suggested that most

of TSSaRNAs bind into the middle of the ring of Lsm structure (Fig. 3.21 a & b).

Furthermore, we succeeded to calculate the binding energy of 47 (85.45%) of TSSaRNAs

based on the APBS (Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver). The result of binding energies

showed high stable thermodynamic energies with a median of -542900 kcal mole−1 and

mean of -575800 kcal mole−1 (Fig. 3.22 b). The binding energy of the remaining 8

TSSaRNAs requires a high grid dimension for calculation due to the size of TSSaRNAs.
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Figure 3.20: A figure demonstrates the three types of TSSaRNAs-Lsm interactions
. The three types of the interactions are: (I) Lsm signal is more likely to indicate
interaction of Lsm with TSSaRNA, (II) Lsm interacts with less degree of specificity with
the genomic coordinates of TSSaRNAs (Overlapped interactions or wthere are more than
one Lsm signal), (III) Lsm is less likely to interact with TSSaRNA (Lsm signal is leaked
out to interact with a large part of the cognate gene).
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(a) TSSaRNA-Lsm interaction example 1.

(b) TSSaRNA-Lsm interaction example 2.

Figure 3.21: A figure demonstrates the result of potential TSSaRNAs-Lsm interactions.
This figure demonstrates interested result of the docking experiment where two
TSSaRNAs fit into the pocket at LSm protein, i.e. TSSaRNAs bind to the middle
of Lsm ring structure.
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(a) Potential interaction between Lsm and TSSaRNA

(b) TSSaRNA-Lsm binding energy.

Figure 3.22: A figure demonstrates the result of potential TSSaRNAs-Lsm interactions.
Sub-figure (a) shows Lsm protein - the red color bar- binds into TSSaRNA region without
leaking out into other regions on the gene.
Sub-figure (b) demonstrates a histogram of Lsm-TSSaRNAs bindings energies calculated
using Apbs program. The result shows high stable binding energies.
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3.4 TSSaRNAs annotation based on Rfam classifications

Our pipeline to annotate TSSaRNAs to the corresponding Rfam families succeeded to

assign 147 (52.12%) of TSSaRNAs to their potential Rfam families. This classification

is done either based on the approach of single molecule information or based on the

consensus secondary structures information. Below is the detailed results.

3.4.1 Annotations of TSSaRNAs based on single molecule information

The first approach to annotate TSSaRNAs based on individual molecule information by

querying TSSaRNAs sequences against covariance models of the Rfam families has suc-

ceeded to annotate 137 of TSSaRNAs. The orientation of annotated TSSaRNAs was as

follows: 113 TSSaRNA molecules were sense TSSaRNAs and 24 molecules were antisense

TSSaRNAs (Fig. 3.23 & Fig. 3.24). The primary result showed that a single TSSaRNA

could be capable of hitting multiple Rfam families, for instance, TSSaRNA could hit mul-

tiple Rfam families that belong to the same ncRNAs class such as a particular TSSaRNA

hit multiple families belong to the sRNA class. In some cases, TSSaRNA could hit more

than one ncRNAs class such as a specific TSSaRNA hit a family of sRNA and another

family of cis-regulatory. These classes could be functionally closely related classes or even

in more complex case these classes will not be functionally associated with each other.

To overcome the challenge that arose from the possibility of the multiple annotations of

a single TSSaRNA molecule, we have annotated TSSaRNA to only one Rfam family that

associated with the lowest E-value. The final Rfam annotation of TSSaRNAs is provided

in Digital Appendix 1: Rfam annotation -only the minimum E-value-. However, to see

all possible Rfam annotation of each annotated TSSaRNA refer to the Digital Appendix

1: Rfam annotation -all the possible E-values-.

Regarding the Rfam classes that encoded by TSSaRNAs, the results showed that more

than 35% of annotated TSSaRNAs had annotated to the sRNA class where about 38 of

sense TSSaRNAs and 11 of antisense TSSaRNAs have been identified as potential sRNAs.

The second major Rfam class that encoded by TSSaRNAs was the cis-reg (cis-regulatory
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elements) where 37 of sense TSSaRNAs and 8 of antisense TSSaRNAs had identified as

putative cis-reg elements. Also, there were a considerable number of TSSaRNAs which

have been annotated into putative snoRNAs particularly the sense TSSaRNAs, where

14 TSSaRNAs have been annotated as putative CD-box snoRNAs and seven sequences,

have been annotated as putative HACA-box TSSaRNAs.

Furthermore, the results showed that six sense TSSaRNAs and one antisense TSSaRNA

had annotated as potential CRISPRmolecules (Table 3.3). These 7 TSSaRNAs have been

annotated into distinct four CRISPR families. These CRISPR families are CRISPR-

DR13, CRISPR-DR23, CRISPR-DR29, and CRISPR-DR36. We performed a local

alignment to characterize further TSSaRNAs that had annotated as putative CRISPR

molecules. To perform the local alignment, we retrieved all the seeds sequences of the

four CRISPR families such as four seeds of CRISPR-DR13, three seeds of CRISPR-DR23,

two seeds of CRISPR-DR29, and the only one seed sequence of CRISPR-DR36. The lo-

cal alignment showed the existence of a minimum of 11 conserved nucleotides between

TSSaRNAs sequences and CRISPR seeds. Moreover, the local alignment showed the

existence of conserved secondary structures between CRISPR and 6 TSSaRNAs, i.e., ex-

cept for one TSSaRNA. (Fig. 3.26). The TSSaRNA which had associated with the gene

VNG1006 was the only one putative CRISPR that was without any conversed secondary

structure (Fig 3.25). We have observed the existence of all alignment possibilities such as

insertion, deletion and the substitutions on the result of the local alignment experiments

(Fig 3.25, and Fig. 3.26).

The overall results of the Rfam annotation revealed the existence of some other Rfam

classes with low abundance. The low abundance classes are including miRNAs and

riboswitch (Fig. 3.23 & Fig. 3.24).
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Figure 3.23: Rfam annotation of sense TSSaRNAs
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Figure 3.24: Rfam annotation of antisense TSSaRNAs
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Table 3.3: Annotation of TSSaRNAs CRISPR molecules.

CRISPR
name

Rfam ac-
cession

TSSaRNAs GC
%

E-value

CRISPR-
DR13

RF01326 chr-770712-770821-VNG1006H 0.35 0.00037

CRISPR-
DR23

RF01336 chr-1812831-1812934-VNG2418G 0.74 2.4 ∗ 10−5

CRISPR-
DR36

RF01346 chr-1508836-1508887-VNG2048G 0.59 0.007

CRISPR-
DR29

RF01340 chr-590829-590853-VNG0786G 0.68 0.00036

CRISPR-
DR23

RF01336 chr-1676536-1676557-VNG2253H 0.83 0.0015

CRISPR-
DR36

RF01346 chr-1277692-1277713-VNG1727G 0.56 0.0017

CRISPR-
DR29

RF01340 chr-729356-729445-VNG0955G 0.77 2.2 ∗ 10−5

TSSaRNAs named as a combination of the chromosome id , TSSaRNA start, TSSaRNA
end and cognate gene id
The orientation of the first TSSaRNA is antisense while the rest are sense TSSaRNAs.

............
CRISPR-DR13_s1 UUAAAAUCAGAC 12
CRISPR-DR13_s3 UUAAAAUAAGAC 12
CRISPR-DR13_s2 UUAAAAUCAGAC 12
CRISPR-DR13_s4 UUAAAAUCAGAC 12
chr_770712_770821_VNG1006H UUCAAAUCAGAC 12

.........10.

Figure 3.25: CRISPR seeds-TSSaRNA local Alignments (A).
A figure shows the local alignment of CRISPR seeds and TSSaRNA. The alignment
shows a subsequence of length 12 nucleotides conserved among the four seeds sequences
of CRISPR and TSSaRNA. This figure generated using LocARNA on-line tool (v1.9.1).
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(((((..((((....))).....)..))))).
CRISPR-DR23_s1 UGCUCAACGCCUUUCGGCAUCACGGCGAGCGG 32
CRISPR-DR23_s2 CGCUCAACGCCUUUCGGCAUCACGGCGAGCGG 32
CRISPR-DR23_s3 UGCUCAACGCCUUCCGGCAUCACGGCGAGCGG 32
chr_1812831_1812934_VNG2418G CGCCGAUGGUG-UCCCAC----CGAUCGGCGG 27

.........10........20........30.

(a)

....(((((((((....))))))))).
CRISPR-DR29_s1 GCAGCGCCGGGCGUCCGCGCCCGGCGA 27
CRISPR-DR29_s2 GCAGCGCCGGGCGUCCGCGCCCGGCGA 27
chr_729356_729445_VNG0955G GCAGUGCCGCCCG--CGCGGGCGGCGA 25

.........10........20......

(b)

...(((((.((((....)))).)))))
chr_1508836_1508887_VNG2048G GGGGCAGGAGGAC---AAUCC-CCUGC 23
CRISPR-DR36 GGGAUUGAGCCCCGUAAGGGGAUUGAU 27

.........10........20......

(c)

...((((.((.....)))))).
CRISPR-DR29_s1 GCAGCGCCGGGCG-UCCGCGCC 21
CRISPR-DR29_s2 GCAGCGCCGGGCG-UCCGCGCC 21
chr_590829_590853_VNG0786G GCAUCGUCGGGCGUUUCUCGCC 22

.........10........20.

(d)

((((....))))
chr_1277692_1277713_VNG1727G GUUGGUCACAAU 12
CRISPR-DR36 CCCCGUAAGGGG 12

.........10.

(e)

.((.....)).
CRISPR-DR23_s1 UGCUCAACGCC 11
CRISPR-DR23_s2 CGCUCAACGCC 11
CRISPR-DR23_s3 UGCUCAACGCC 11
chr_1676536_1676557_VNG2253H CGCUCGACGCC 11

.........10

(f)

Figure 3.26: CRISPR seeds-TSSaRNA local Alignments (B).
A figure shows the local alignment of CRISPR seeds and TSSaRNA, alignment shows the
existence of a conversed subsequences as well as the existence of a conversed secondary
structures. These figures generated using LocARNA on-line tool (v1.9.1).
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3.4.2 Annotations of TSSaRNAs based on the consensus secondary

structures information

The second approach to annotate TSSaRNAs which had based on the consensus structure

information of TSSaRNAs has succeeded to annotate 10 sense TSSaRNAs into their

corresponding Rfam families. To query the covariance models of TSSaRNAs against the

Rfam families, first, we had divided the cluster tree of the unannotated TSSaRNAs to

groups of notes such that each node has a consensus secondary structure associated with

stable thermodynamic energy. Consequently, we had grouped the sense TSSaRNAs into

17 nodes and the antisense TSSaRNAs into 4 nodes. We queried the covariance models

of the selected nodes against Rfam sequences with E-value of 0.001 as a cutoff value. The

results showed that 10 of sense TSSaRNAs in 5 covariance models had been assigned into

corresponding Rfam families. The 10 of sense TSSaRNAs and their corresponding Rfam

families are listed on the table (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4: Annotated sense TSSaRNA based on consensus secondary structures.

CM
ID

TSSaRNAs Rfam ac-
cession

Rfam Class E-value

3 chr_395270_395293_VNG0510G RF02666 Gene;snRNA; 0.00092
chr_1667801_1667825_VNG2239C snoRNA; scaRNA

68 chr_413374_413396_VNG0536G RF01529 Gene;sRNA; 0.00062
chr_284266_284287_VNG0360C snoRNA; CD-box

65 pNRC200_357948_357968_VNG6478H RF00608 Gene;snRNA; 0.0005
pNRC200_39499_39519_VNG6048H snoRNA; CD-box

101 pNRC200_22463_22510_VNG6029G RF02349 Gene; sRNA 0.00018
pNRC100_22463_22510_VNG7025

4 chr_442209_442232_VNG0574C RF01129 Gene;snRNA; 0.00038
pNRC200_220232_220255_VNG6288C snoRNA; CD-box

TSSaRNAs named as a combination of chromosome name, TSSaRNA start, TSSaRNA
end, and cognate gene name.
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3.5 The functional annotation of the cognate genes

The results of the functional classification of the cognate genes based on the PANTHER

classification system result in a total of 87 biological process hits, 78 molecular function

hits and 54 cellular component hits. The biological process of the cognate genes showed

an indication of TSSaRNAs-associated genes could be involved in various essential pro-

cesses such as metabolic process (GO:0008152) and cellular process (GO:0009987)(Fig.

3.27). Regarding the molecular function of the cognate genes the results revealed that the

cognate genes had incorporated into a larger network of catalytic activity (GO:0003824)

or binding to other biomolecules (GO:0005488) (Fig. 3.28). In respect to the signifi-

cant cellular components, the results revealed that the cognate genes of the annotated

TSSaRNAs have belonged to four main terms that are: cell part (GO:0044464), macro-

molecular complex (GO:0032991), organelle (GO:0043226) and membrane (GO:0016020)

(Fig. 3.29).

reproduction (GO:0000003)
response to stimulus (GO:0050896)
cellular process (GO:0009987)
metabolic process (GO:0008152)
biological regulation (GO:0065007)
cellular component organization or biogenesis (GO:0071840)
localization (GO:0051179)

1 7

33

46

1
4

5

Figure 3.27: The functional annotation of cognate genes (the biological process terms in
the list of cognate genes).
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translation regulator activity (GO:0045182)
binding (GO:0005488)
structural molecule activity (GO:0005198)
catalytic activity (GO:0003824)
antioxidant activity (GO:0016209)
transporter activity (GO:0005215)

2

15

4

49

1

7

Figure 3.28: The functional annotation of cognate genes (the molecular function terms
in the list of cognate genes).

membrane (GO:0016020)
macromolecular complex (GO:0032991)
cell part (GO:0044464)
organelle (GO:0043226)

7

11

26

10

Figure 3.29: The functional annotation of cognate genes (the cellular components terms
in the list of cognate genes).



CHAPTER 4

Discussion

4.1 TSSaRNAs

In this work we have identified and characterized the transcription start site associated

RNAs in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 based on the statistical distribution of the

RNA-seq reads. The raw data has generated from genome-wide scale strand-specific

sequencing experiments. We were able to identify a set of 224 sense TSSaRNAs and

58 antisense TSSaRNAs that enriched near to the transcription start sites of cognate

genes. In comparison with our groups own previous work establishing TSSaRNAs in

Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1, We were more restrictive in defining TSSaRNAs re-

garding the size of the expressed peaks. Therefore, we considered TSSaRNA if only its

expression peak is greater than or equal to the average of reads’ expression within the

predefined window for each cognate gene. However, by applying such restrictive criteria,

the results showed 87.5% of predicted sense TSSaRNAs in concordance with the previ-

ously published TSSaRNAs by Zaramela et al. [46]. Our antisense TSSaRNA dataset is,

on the other hand, totally original.

Referring to the characteristics of TSSaRNAs length size distribution, the results showed

that the median size of TSSaRNAs is 25 nucleotides. This median size is quite similar

to what Zaramel and her coauthors stated in their publication as they noted the median

size of TSSaRNAs is 27 nucleotides. The obtained median size of TSSaRNAs is also in

119
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the range of TSSaRNAs median size in other organisms. The other organisms which have

included in this comparison are human, chicken, drosophila, and bacteria [45,49,55,56].

The distribution of TSSaRNAs length size reveals that there are variations in TSSaRNAs

size. The overall TSSaRNAs length sizes ranged from 20 to 145 nucleotides. Furthermore,

by observing the histogram of the length size distribution of TSSaRNAs, we could suggest

that TSSaRNAs categorized into three groups such as small-sized TSSaRNAs, medium-

sized TSSaRNAs, and reasonable long TSSaRNAs. The length size of the small-sized

TSSaRNAs is in a range of 20 to 50. On the other hand, the length size of the medium-

sized TSSaRNAs is in range of 45 to 90 nucleotides. The group of the reasonable long

TSSaRNA consists of TSSaRNAs with a length size greater than 90 nucleotides.

We observed that most of TSSaRNAs initiated exactly from the same point of the tran-

script start site signal of their cognate genes. However, in some cases, there were de-

viations from the transcription start sites, which was not even considered by Zaramela

et al. [46]. This finding provides supportive evidence about the alternative transcription

start sites of some annotated genes. The recent studies of the alternative transcription

sites have proposed that this phenomenon plays as a transcriptional regulator in Eu-

karyote [115]. Moreover, the alternative transcription start sites have correlated with

the expression of ncRNAs in bacteria [116]. In the Archaeal domain, the association

of several ncRNAs classes with the existence of the alternative transcription sites has

been investigated in the haloarchaeon Haloferax volcanii by Babski and his colleagues

in 2016 [117]. Putting all together in connection with these findings, we could postulate

that some TSSaRNAs could be involved in the RNA-based regulation mechanism that

initiated from the alternative transcription site of some genes. Therefore, as a prediction

for the future of genes annotation, we think that the process of re-annotation of genes

of many organisms will take place in the near future. The prospective annotation will

take into account the dynamical phenomena of transcription initiation signal as many

genes posses alternatives transcription start site. This annotation is expected to provide

information about the most dominant transcription starting site in a particular condition.

One of the interesting findings in this project is that TSSaRNAs prediction pipeline
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has succeeded to identify for the first time the antisense TSSaRNAs besides the sense

TSSaRNAs in Archaea. The previous attempts of prediction TSSaRNAs in the other

domains revealed the existence of both sense and antisense TSSaRNAs in Eukaryote

while only sense TSSaRNAs that have identified in Bacterial domain. Linking these

finding together, we could consider this finding as supportive evidence of the hypothesis

of biological taxonomy that considers the Archaea as a distinct evolutionary domain, but

in many aspects, Archaea is more close to Eukaryote domain than the Bacterial domain.

4.2 TSSaRNAs structures

Accurate prediction of TSSaRNAs structure provides insights into their potential func-

tional role by considering that RNA secondary structure is stable enough such that it is

capable of triggering its function. Therefore, in this study, we investigated the secondary

structures of TSSaRNAs based on the most common prediction algorithm that relies on

the minimization the thermodynamic free energy.

The obtained free energies of TSSaRNAs secondary structures suggested that almost all of

TSSaRNAs were capable of folding into thermodynamically stable secondary structures

with various topologies. The majority of the folded structures contained at least one

stable hairpin secondary structure motif. The existence of the hairpins associated with

favorable free energy would suggest that TSSaRNAs could trigger potential regulatory

roles. The review [18] gives more details about the possible regulatory functions that

could be triggered by the hairpin motifs. The expected regulatory functions of TSSaRNAs

due to its hairpin motifs are including: protecting cognate gene degradation, recognition

binding motifs in RNA-binding proteins, or acting as a regulatory element.

We have considered the dynamical phenomena in TSSaRNAs secondary structures where

a particular TSSaRNA could possess multiple suboptimal secondary structures. However,

we used only the most stable structures for each TSSaRNA as modeling constrain to

model the tertiary structures because in the normal physiological condition the optimal

structures supposed to be the most dominant one. The overall weighted energies obtained
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from TSSaRNAs tertiary structures suggest that these structures are stable due to the

highly negative values of their free energy. In respect to the low values of the radius of

gyration energy, we could imply that there was no much conflict between TSSaRNAs

residues in their tertiary structures. The values of the energy obtained from the terms

of Van der Waals interactions & Lennard-Jones interactions suggested the existence of

a repulsive force in TSSaRNAs tertiary structures. The repulsive force in TSSaRNAs

tertiary structures expected as it has known that RNA molecules are highly charged

molecules. The existence of the repulsive force in TSSaRNAs tertiary structures does

not imply that the process of the unfolding of these structures is a spontaneous process as

there are counterions within the cells to reduce this repulsive force (counter ions effect).

Due to the highly negative values of the energies arising from the hydrogen bonds, we

could suggest that TSSaRNAs are favorable in binding with other biomolecules to form

complex higher order structures. However, due to the values of the solvation energies,

we expect energy is needed to trigger the formation of such complexes. The variation

in the topologies of folded tertiary structures suggests that TSSaRNAs could be capable

of triggering many biological functions as many pockets motifs have observed in their

tertiary structures; however, a further experimental investigation is needed to validate

their roles.

By considering TSSaRNAs to function as part of the RNA-based regulation system, we

have investigated the possibility of the TSSaRNAs to bind with the cognate genes to reg-

ulate their transcription process or regulate the translation machinery. The fundamental

mode of action in the RNA-based regulation system is different among the Bacteria and

Eukaryote. In Bacteria small regulatory RNAs bind into the 5’ (five prime) of mRNA

while in Eukaryote sRNAs bind to the 3’ (three prime) of mRNA [36]. Therefore, here

in this study, we have hypothesized three types of TSSaRNAs-cognate genes binding

patterns. These three types of interactions include: (a) the hybridization with five prime

regions of cognate genes. This type of binding expected to act as a fine-tuning of gene

expression [36] or it could be responsible for the inhibition of the translation process;

(b) in the second pattern of the interaction we hypothesized that TSSaRNAs could be
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capable of binding to the 3’ regions of the cognate genes. This type of interactions is

expected to increase the half-life time of cognate genes [36]; (c) in the third type of in-

teraction we expected that TSSaRNAs bind within the coding region to trigger function

somehow similar to siRNA system [36]. Based on the results of TSSaRNAs-cognate gene

hybridization we could consider that most of TSSaRNAs are involved into RNA-based

regulation system to play as putative cis-acting small RNAs as the results suggested

that around 92% of TSSaRNAs were capable of interacting with their cognate genes.

However, based on this computational experiment we can not affirm that the rest of the

22 TSSaRNAs molecules could not be involved in the RNA-based regulation system as

there is alternative hypothesis where TSSaRNAs could be capable of hybridizing with

other genes rather than their cognate genes to function as trans-acting regulators.

Based on the result of TSSaRNAs-cognate gene hybridization we observed that there was

a balance between the number of TSSaRNAs that bind to the 5’ regions of the cognate

genes (51%) and those bind to the 3’ regions of their cognate genes (49%). This finding

suggests the idea that the RNA-based regulations system in Archaea is a mixture of both

Bacteria and Eukaryote regulations systems.

4.3 TSSaRNAs-Lsm intercation

Our findings suggest the existence of potential interactions between Lsm protein and

TSSaRNAs. Lsm protein has the capability to interact with various RNAs within the

cell [38]. Therefore, we speculate Lsm to bind to all TSSaRNAs that expressed at the

interaction signals including TSSaRNAs and it cognate mRNA. By considering the ex-

istence of putative interaction of Lsm protein with both of TSSaRNA and its cognate

gene we could speculate that TSSaRNA regulates its cognate gene by either competi-

tive or cooperative interactions with Lsm protein. Hence, we could postulate that some

TSSaRNAs could trigger their potential functions in a way similar to the mode of action

of some bacterial sRNA that regulates their targeted mRNAs by competitive or coop-

erative interactions with Hfq protein [118]. Putting all together, we could sum up this
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section by suggesting the existence of potential interactions between some TSSaRNAs

and Lsm protein to elucidate their regulatory function in the similar way of small regula-

tory RNAs in bacteria which require to bind to Hfq protein and small regulatory RNAs

in Eukaryote which require to bind to the Ago protein. As the mode of the action of

most Archaeal small regulatory RNAs is not well characterized yet then based on this

finding, we could speculate that the potential mechanism of some regulatory RNAs in

Archaea including some TSSaRNAs might require binding to Lsm protein to mediate

their function. Although, more experimental investigations are needed to ensure that

Lsm interacts with both TSSaRNA and its cognate gene. Also, experimental investiga-

tions will help to well characterize the importance of such interaction in their potential

regulatory roles and the mechanism of the mode of action.

4.4 Rfam annotation

By considering the Rfam database as a repository of a comprehensive collection of

ncRNAs families represented by ncRNAs sequence and conserved structures, we have

attempted to annotated TSSaRNAs into their corresponding families.

In theory, a single TSSaRNA could hit multiple Rfam families that belong into the same

ncRNA class, and even the result could yield a more complex situation where a single

TSSaRNA could be annotated into multiple ncRNA classes. However, in this work for the

purpose of simplification, we have annotated TSSaRNAs into only one Rfam family that

associated with the minimum E-value. The results of annotating TSSaRNAs into their

corresponding Rfam families revealed that the majority of TSSaRNAs have considered

as putative cis-acting regulators such as cis-regulatory element, sRNAs, and microRNAs.

However, there was a possibility of TSSaRNAs to function as potential trans-acting

regulators to regulate distant molecules such as CRISPR and Antisense RNA. Moreover,

the results suggested that some TSSaRNAs could trigger more complex functions as

catalytic functions such as Riboswitch or play a potential role in the process of defense

against a virus such as CRISPR.
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We have observed that most of TSSaRNAs have annotated as potential regulatory

ncRNAs where the majority of TSSaRNAs have interpreted as putative sRNA or pu-

tative cis-regulatory elements. Taken together this finding in connection with the result

that obtained from TSSaRNAs-cognate genes hybridization, we could conclude that it is

reasonable to speculate that most of TSSaRNAs function as fine-tuning of cognate gene

expression by direct interaction into target mRNA molecule. Also, we could consider that

some TSSaRNAs could function as sRNA that regulates several biological processes and

trigger the process of adaptation to stressed conditions [36]. The result showed the exis-

tence of a specific class of cis-regulatory called frame-shift element. Frame-shift elements

regulate the gene expressions by changing the open reading frame to allow target mR-

NAs to code for different protein [119]. Taken the finding of the existence of TSSaRNAs

as a potential frame-shift element with reference to the hypothesis of the existence of

alternative transcription sites, we could suggest that some TSSaRNAs could be capable

of regulating gene expression by providing an alternative transcript.

The second major ncRNA class which has predicted in TSSaRNAs (mainly sense TSSaRNAs)

is the snRNAs class. The existence of snRNA (mainly snoRNAs) in Archaeal domain has

been proved by both experimental studies and computational approach [120–122]. snoR-

NAs guide the modifications of other non-coding RNAs such as ribosomal, and transfer

RNAs. As almost all of the snoRNAs are not transcribed from their own genes (few

exceptions such as U17A and U17B6 snoRNA) therefore, prediction of the snoRNAs as

part of various genes are expected. In Eukaryote there are two major types of snoRNAs.

The types of Eukaryote snoRNAs are H/A snoRNAs and C/D snoRNAs. The consensus

sequences in H/A snoRNAs consist of H-box motif (ANANNA, where N = A, C, G or U)

and A-box motif (ACA). In the case of H/A snoRNAs, the consensus sequences consist

of C-box motif (RUGAUGA, where R = A or G) and D-box motif (CUGA). However, in

this study, we did not succeed to find these motifs on TSSaRNAs that have annotated

as potential snoRNAs. Failing in finding the consensus motifs of snoRNAs on annotated

TSSaRNAs of Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 expected as a previous study concluded

that snoRNAs in halophilic species are very divergent and without the canonical sequence
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motifs compared to other organisms [123].

The result showed few TSSaRNAs that have annotated as putative CRISPR molecules.

The class of CRISPR has considered as an adaptive immune system of Archaea against

viral infection and foreign nucleic acids [124]. Regarding our best knowledge, the CRISPR

class has not been identified yet in the model organism Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1

however, we can not totally ignore the annotated TSSaRNAs as CRISPR molecules even

if the associated E-value is not very much extreme value. The existence of insertion and

deletion in the local alignment of TSSaRNAs with the CRISPR seeds had expected as

the insertion and deletions had existed even when we performed the local alignment of

CRISPR seed sequences of the same CRISPR family. Although, there are no any wet-lab

results that proof the existence of the CRISPR in Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 but

we consider this finding as a motivative finding for the experimental biologist to validate

it.

Furthermore, the result interestingly showed some of TSSaRNAs that have been anno-

tated as putative microRNAs to consider some TSSaRNAs as gene silencing elements.

We have paid some attention for this class because the existence of this type of ncRNAs

in Archaea has been predicted computationally [125] yet no experimental evidence that

proves the existence of microRNAs in Archaea. Therefore, we consider this finding also

as another motivative finding for the experimental biologist to validate it.

We have considered the possibility of TSSaRNAs to trigger enzymatic functions such

as riboswitch or ribozyme. However, the pipeline succeeded to annotate only three

TSSaRNAs as putative riboswitch and only two TSSaRNAs as a putative ribozyme.

Therefore, we suggest that the enzymatic activity of TSSaRNAs may exist, but it is not

a major function of TSSaRNAs molecules.

4.5 TSSaRNAs potential functions in respect to cognate

genes functional classification

By assuming that TSSaRNAs potential functions might be connected to the functions
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of the cognate genes, we performed the functional classification of the cognate genes

based on the Panther database of gene ontology. The functional classification of the

cognate genes showed that the genes are involved in many essential and fundamental

functions (Fig. 3.27, Fig. 3.28, and Fig. 3.29). For instance, the results showed that

the cognate genes have involved in the following functions: forming macromolecular com-

plexes (GO:0032991), structural activity(GO:0005198), regulator activity (GO:00045182,

GO:0065007), catalytic activity (GO:0003824), binding to other biomolecules (GO:0005488),

besides many other functions. The results of the cognate genes classification gave indi-

rect evidence about the variability of TSSaRNAs potential functions. With reference to

TSSaRNAs functional annotations, we hypothesize that TSSaRNAs could control their

cognate genes as Rfam annotations showed many TSSaRNAs as putative cis regulators.

Also, the results showed potential interactions between many TSSaRNAs and their cog-

nate genes. However, still many bench experiments are needed to clarify this hypothesis

by investigating the roles of TSSaRNAs in controlling the functions of their cognate

genes.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

During this doctoral studies, I have attempted to predict TSSaRNAs accurately using

data generated from the model organism Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1 and then

functionally annotate the predicted TSSaRNAs. I conducted and performed in silico

experiments using bioinformatics tools to gain the objectives of this project. This project

aims to contribute in the knowledge discovery by further our understanding about the

potential functions of TSSaRNAs molecules and their regulatory roles in Halobacterium

salinarum NRC-1 as well as giving an interpretation of their potential molecular mode

of action. To summarize:

• The strand-specific RNA-seq is suitable to predict TSSaRNAs however, without

considering checking the quality control of the RNA-seq data as a crucial stage the

result will be misleading. As the mapping process has considered as the most time-

consuming stage in any traditional RNA-seq analysis, therefore, bioinformatician

should make a trade-off between the acceleration of the mapping process by filtering

out very short reads and losing the short TSSaRNAs.

• The algorithm which was used to predict TSSaRNAs depended on the distribution

of the mapped reads within a predefined window (local distribution). However, a

more sophisticated algorithm by using a global distribution of reads (chromosomal,

or among the entire genome) or hybrid of local and global could be considered for

future prediction. Also, it evident that a bigger predefined window size will increase

128
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the false positive TSSaRNAs. On the other hand, a short length of predefined

window size will improve the accuracy of prediction, but it will result in higher

false negatives.

• We could conclude from the predicted TSSaRNAs secondary and tertiary structures

that TSSaRNAs are thermodynamically stable molecules associated with high free

energy. The significance of this result is that many scientists consider the struc-

ture of the minimum free energy as the dominant structures. Consequently, many

scientists believe the structure of the minimum free energy as the biologically ac-

tive structure. However, it is certain that the structures of bio-molecules are dy-

namic when performing their biological functions. Therefore, multiple active forms

of a single molecule exited. To investigate the dynamical nature of TSSaRNAs

structures thus predict all the active form for each TSSaRNAs molecule all the

suboptimal structures should be predicted using a method that considers both

thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.

• The significance of predicting TSSaRNAs secondary structures is that the RNA

secondary structure has considered as stable enough to trigger a biological function.

• Although predicting RNA tertiary structures is an essential step in annotating their

biological functions, but it is still challenging to define all functional motifs in their

structures.

• Investigating the higher order structures of TSSaRNAs is an essential step towards

understanding their potential regulatory roles. Thus, by examining TSSaRNAs cog-

nate genes interactions, this study has demonstrated that the majority of TSSaRNAs

are capable of playing regulatory roles as part of RNA-based regulation system.

• By considering TSSaRNAs-Lsm binding, we could conclude that some of TSSaRNAs

might require Lsm protein (the chaperone protein) to trigger their functions. More-

over, the computational docking experiment suggested that most of the interacted

TSSaRNAs are capable of binding to the middle of the ring in the Lsm structure

with favorable binding energy. Based on the computational docking experiment,
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we could comment that the molecular docking techniques provide a window to

model the interaction between two molecules even without prior knowledge about

the binding sites. This kind of the molecular docking approach is technically called

blind docking. Blind docking could provide a considerable amount of information to

demonstrate the potential biomolecular interactions and enhance our understand-

ing of the higher order structures in the complex biological system.

• From the functional annotation of TSSaRNAs based on the Rfam classification, we

could consider TSSaRNAs as versatile molecules that could be capable of triggering

various potential functions. The majority of the TSSaRNAs could be viewed as

potential cis-acting regulators to regulate near molecules such as cis-regulatory

element, sRNAs and microRNAs. On the other hand, some potential trans-acting

TSSaRNAs regulating exist such as CRISPR and Antisense RNA.

• The majority of TSSaRNAs are predicted to be involved in a putative RNA based

regulation system to regulate their cognate genes.

• TSSaRNAs could have more complex functions such as catalytic function as Ri-

boswitch Ribozyme or as a defense against a virus such as CRISPR.

In conclusion, this work addressed some unanswered questions on the function of TSSaRNAs

providing insights into their potential roles inside the cell where they could regulate cog-

nate genes or act as potential trans-acting molecules. Although our functional annotation

approach has succeeded to annotate many TSSaRNAs still more effort is needed to un-

derstand their functional mechanism deeply and to emerge in their full complexity.

In this project, we have reported many exciting insights and promising results that have

gained throughout this in silico study. Although, we think that any task that is depend-

ing only on bioinformatics (in silico) and relies solely on the computational experiments

is a challenging task with many obvious limitations in many situations, however, the

in silico experiment is an absolutely indispensable step for many wet-lab experiments.

According to the current paradigm in experimental designing, many scientists consider

the computational works as supplementary to the bench-work trials. However, we think
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that in the future the bioinformatics studies and the computational biology hypotheses

will be more fundamental part to address any scientific question in the field of system

biology and other related fields. Moreover, we expect that bioinformatics will play a

central role in opening many sophisticated questions.
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Appendices

Digital Appendix: 1. A table provides links for the detailed results

Appendix Link

Predicted TSSaRNAs https://www.goo.gl/afFa3v

TSSaRNAs 2D topologies https://www.goo.gl/Z2NmA6

TSSaRNAs 3D cartoon representation https://goo.gl/Va8U5D

TSSaRNAs 3D surface representation https://goo.gl/NwnCY2

TSSaRNAs-Lsm table https://www.goo.gl/BU6d91

Mode of interaction TSSaRNA-cognate gene https://www.goo.gl/H6TDYf

Rfam annotation -only the minimum E-value- https://www.goo.gl/2cvSF3

Rfam annotation -all the possible E-values- https://goo.gl/GGyDt2

TSSaRNA Cognate genes interactions https://goo.gl/H6TDYf

Table of TSSaRNA Cognate genes interactions https://goo.gl/ia6vxQ

TSSaRNAs mfold table https://goo.gl/KCuSyk

https://www.goo.gl/afFa3v
https://www.goo.gl/Z2NmA6
https://goo.gl/Va8U5D
https://goo.gl/NwnCY2
https://www.goo.gl/BU6d91
https://www.goo.gl/H6TDYf
https://www.goo.gl/2cvSF3
https://goo.gl/GGyDt2
https://goo.gl/H6TDYf
https://goo.gl/ia6vxQ
https://goo.gl/KCuSyk
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Digital Appendix: 2. A table shows some programming environments and tools that
I used intensively during my Ph.D. without mention them explicitly in the main text.

Tool / programming

environment

Purpose

Perl programming

language

I used Perl language in this project for many purposes which are include

but not limited to: a) to automate the query process when downloading

the raw data sets; b) to Parallel Computing the computation processes

(Parallel Computing) mainly to paralleling the docking experiments; c)

we use the power of Perl in editing text for the text mining automation

process.

R programming

language

I used the R environment for all the calculations and statistical analysis

also, I applied the power of The R in the data exploratory analysis.

C++ We used C++11 to overcome the slowness of R, mainly in computation

of TSSaRNAs prediction.

Bourne shell (sh) As the main scripting language

Archaeopteryx v 0.9 I used it to visualize, analysis, and editing of TSSaRNAs cluster trees

Pymol I used it to visualize TSSaRNAs secondary, tertiary, and higher order

structures.

UCSF Chimera I used it to visualize TSSaRNAs secondary, tertiary, and higher order

structures.

Visual studio As the main text editor and Integrated development environment (IDE)

for C++

Geany As the main text editor and Integrated development environment (IDE)

for Perl and R

Textmaker As the main LaTeX editor

LibreOffice As the main office suite

Inkscape As the main program for drawing structured diagrams.
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Digital Appendix: 3. A table shows examples of some open source computational
tools for RNA-seq processing

Tool Processing stage Link

NGS QC
Toolkit

Quality control http://www.nipgr.res.in/ngsqctoolkit.html

QuaCRS Quality control http://bioserv.mps.ohio-state.edu/QuaCRS/

RSeQC Quality control http://rseqc.sourceforge.net/

FastQC Quality control https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/
projects/fastqc/

RNA-SeQC Quality control https://www.osc.edu/book/export/html/4379

HTSeq Quality control https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/

dupRadar Quality control https://bioconductor.org

AfterQC Quality control https://github.com/OpenGene/AfterQC

SAMStat Quality control http://samstat.sourceforge.net/

FASTX Quality control http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/

RSeQC Quality control http://rseqc.sourceforge.net/

SolexaQA Quality control http://solexaqa.sourceforge.net/

Bowtie Mapping http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml

Bowtie2 Mapping http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/
index.shtml

maQ Mapping (for
Illumina-Solexa)

http://maq.sourceforge.net/

tophat Full pipeline to
process RNA-seq
Data

https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml

soap2 Mapping http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapaligner.html

http://www.nipgr.res.in/ngsqctoolkit.html
http://bioserv.mps.ohio-state.edu/QuaCRS/
http://rseqc.sourceforge.net/
https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
https://www.osc.edu/book/export/html/4379
https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/
https://bioconductor.org
https://github.com/OpenGene/AfterQC
http://samstat.sourceforge.net/
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/
http://rseqc.sourceforge.net/
http://solexaqa.sourceforge.net/
http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml
http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml
http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml
http://maq.sourceforge.net/
https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml
http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapaligner.html
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Digital Appendix: 4. A screenshot of https://www.rcsb.org website shows the pa-
rameters of 5MKL PDB entery. 5MKL contains crystal structure of LSm protein from
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. In this study we used 5MKL version 1.1; to see complete
history refer to the link https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5MKL#entry-history.

https://www.rcsb.org
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5MKL##entry-history
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Digital Appendix: 5. Coursework: Academic Achievement and Activities
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